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Covid is a Global Propaganda Operation

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In the video above,  initially published in August 2021, professor Piers Robinson, Ph.D. — co-

director of the Organization for Propaganda Studies, whose research specialty is organized

persuasive communication and contemporary propaganda — speaks to Asia PaciIc Today about

propaganda in the age of COVID.

As noted by Robinson, COVID-19 is unquestionably the largest, most sophisticated propaganda

operation in history. Psychological techniques were extensively used during 2020 to incite fear

and panic in the population, while other persuasion strategies were used to get people to support

and defend COVID measures such as masking, isolation, social distancing, lockdowns and jab

mandates.

The Propaganda War

Indeed, propaganda is what allowed for draconian and unscientiIc COVID measures to be

implemented in the Irst place. Without propaganda and simultaneous censorship of opposing

views, little of what we've been through would have been possible.

As noted by Robinson, while the use of state propaganda could initially be justiIed as a

necessary means to achieve a public health objective — protecting people from COVID-related

illness and death — it quickly became apparent that this was not the case, and likely never was.

Today, three years in, it's quite evident that COVID is a psychological operation. For example,

since 2022 at the latest, COVID has been nothing more than another endemic respiratory

infection, much like the common cold, yet the pandemic has not been declared "over."

We now also have clear evidence that the COVID jabs don't prevent infection or spread of the

virus, which negates the entire premise for vaccine passports, yet they're being pushed anyway.

In short, COVID-19 was (and still is) a means to an end; to suspend and strip us of Constitutional

rights and civil liberties, and to further social, political and Inancial restructuring objectives

outside democratic processes.

A Propaganda Masterpiece

Another propaganda expert who has spoken about the overt use of propaganda to create and

maintain the pandemic is professor Mark Crispin Miller, Ph.D., whom I interviewed in June 2021

about the academic censorship he experienced at New York University.

Ironically, it was his teaching students how to question and resist propaganda that brought on the

curtailment of his academic freedom, after teaching this important subject for over 20 years. Like

Robinson, Miller believes that what we've experienced over the past three years is a propaganda

"masterpiece" of unequaled scale and sophistication.

It began with the outbreak of an unknown pathogen in China. Media showed images of people

allegedly dropping dead in the streets. This has never happened anywhere else since then, which

strongly suggests those images were misappropriated for one purpose — to spread fear.

According to Miller, the type of fearmongering used to propagate the belief that COVID-19 was a

lethal threat was the most devastating ever used in propaganda history. What made the COVID

propaganda so much more effective than any previous propaganda operation was the fact that a

virus is the perfect enemy.

It's invisible, could be carried by anyone, including those you love the most, and could "get" you

anywhere. As explained by Miller, in previous propaganda operations, the enemy was typically

portrayed as having the ability to "infect" the people and the nation with its evil.

This was the case both with anti-communist propaganda and the "war on terror." Communism

was likened to an infectious disease set to ravage the nation, and terrorists were likened to a

pandemic that had to be controlled and combated. With COVID, the propaganda shifted to the

thing of fear itself — an actual virus.

Despite a long-held understanding that asymptomatic infection doesn't exist, the propagandists

even managed to convince the public that perfectly healthy people could spread the virus. It was

a complete Iction, a scientiIc falsehood, which is how we know that the pandemic narrative was

a psychological operation, yet people were so fearful, they didn't question it.

What Is Propaganda?

As noted by blogger and propaganda analyst Klark Barnes,  if we want to be free, we must know

what propaganda is and how it works. Classical rhetoric is about persuasion through argument. It

appeals to logic. Propaganda, on the other hand, is a kind of subrational manipulation that appeal

to our most basic instincts.

An informal deInition of propaganda is "an organized attempt to get people to think or do

something — or not think or do something." Propaganda can be true or false, or somewhere in

between, and can be used for both good and ill. Public service ads encouraging you not to smoke,

for example, are a form of benevolent propaganda.

The problem with propaganda is that it's inherently biased and one-sided, which can become

outright dangerous if the other side is censored.

This is particularly true when it comes to medicine and health, and the censoring of COVID-19

treatment information and the potential hazards of the COVID shots is a perfect example of this.

State propaganda and war propaganda also rely heavily on the incitement of fear and anger,

which makes people behave in ways they normally wouldn't.

They Must Constantly Stir the Pot to Keep Fear Simmering

As noted by Barnes, media forecasts of other "imminent ordeals" are also a way "to keep

widespread fear and anger simmering:"

"The possible next acts include a cyber-attack ('by Russia'); a breakdown of the world

supply chain, and consequent food shortages, or famine (likely to be blamed on Russia);

a heightened 'climate crisis,' necessitating further lockdowns …

'[T]terrorist' attacks, by 'white supremacists' and angry blacks (portending war between

the races); an 'alien attack' on Planet Earth, as in The War of the Worlds or Independence

Day; and — of course — another plague or two, or three, caused by some further COVID

'variant,' smallpox … the Marburg virus, and/or whatever other pathogen, real or imaginary,

might serve the same old purpose …

Such looming sequels to the COVID propaganda … would also each inRict a vast amount

of further suffering on humanity — and so those of us who study propaganda critically, as

public intellectuals, must speak out loud and clear, to set things right."

According to Barnes, setting things right involves, Irst and foremost, sharing the truth.

Propaganda narratives that must be countered with careful and thorough analysis include but are

not limited to:

The origin of SARS-CoV-2 The actual lethality of SARS-CoV-2

How COVID "cases" were fraudulently

augmented using _awed PCR tests that

cannot identify active infection

The futility of lockdowns and their

catastrophic harms

The "homicidal impact" of standard COVID

treatment

The availability and effectiveness of early

treatment protocols

How key terms such as "pandemic," "cases,"

"herd immunity," "vaccine" and "fully

vaccinated" were redeIned in order to enable

the pandemic narrative

The likely motives behind the alleged crisis

The ever-growing toll of the experimental

"vaccination" program

Over the past three years, I've written many articles detailing all of these. But setting the record

straight on individual propaganda topics is not enough. If we are to retain our freedoms, Barnes

believes the public also needs to get much savvier about propaganda overall.

The Free Press Has Became a Propaganda Juggernaut

For decades, we had a free press that helped keep pro-industry advertising lies in check.

Professional investigative journalists working for magazines, newspapers and broadcast outlets

would write in-depth exposés, outing the truth behind deceptive advertising and countering

industry propaganda with science, statistics and other documented facts.

As a result of the free press doing its job, ineffective or toxic products were often driven off the

market. The answer that industry came up with for this problem was to control the press with

advertising dollars. By becoming a major revenue stream, advertisers more or less automatically

ended up controlling the content.

Even though media management and editors will deny it, if advertisers don't want you to speak

about certain issues that might adversely impact their business, all they have to do is threaten to

pull their ads.

At that point, you have to make a decision: Ditch the truth or ditch your income. Most news

organizations will ditch the truth for payment, and simply will not run reports that might harm the

bottom line of its advertisers. As explained by Barnes:

"That real-life Ministry of Truth was not set up ex nihilo by some iron faction of

totalitarian oligarchs but gradually took shape out of a corporate media cartel with

interlocking boards, heavily dependent on the advertising revenues of Amazon, Big

Pharma … and the media's own parent companies … with its assets closely managed by

BlackRock, Vanguard and UBS …

[As] that vast commercial system has become more uniYed, it also has maintained, or

even tightened, its covert relations with the military and 'intelligence community' …

And while the commercial media system has been thus corrupted top to bottom … the

'public' media and 'alternative' press — from NPR, PBS, the BBC and CBC … to nearly every

single outlet on 'the left' — have also been absorbed into the juggernaut primarily by their

funding through such sturdy CIA pass-throughs as the Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller

Foundation, and the Open Society Institute …

[The] 'free press' … has been turned into a bio-fascist fear machine, its propaganda

services assured by Bill Gates' 'strategic media partnerships,' and the concomitant 'fact-

checking' operation that he also largely funds.

The propaganda gushing daily, hourly, from that system also has depended on the

wisdom of such global PR Yrms as Weber Shandwick, Edelman and Hill+Knowlton

Strategies … and, within the Fourth Estate, the rise … of 'journalists' prepared, in

university, to be far less concerned with honest journalism than with … serving 'social

justice.'"

The Web of Players Silencing Truth

Indeed, as Barnes notes, advertising companies have likely played an important organizational

role in the COVID propaganda. Another major one, which I suspect may have had a central role, is

the Publicis Groupe. I detailed some of its many connections in "The Web of Players Trying to

Silence Truth."

In summary, Publicis represents a long list of major companies within the technology,

pharmaceutical and banking industries in more than 100 countries.  These companies, in turn,

have various partnerships with the U.S. government and global nongovernmental organizations

(NGOs).

Publicis has ties to NewsGuard/HealthGuard, educational institutions, Big Tech companies like

Google, Microsoft and Bing, the U.S. State Department and Department of Defense, global

technocratic institutions like the World Health Organization, national and global NGOs like the

Center for Countering Digital Hate. And, it dominates health websites like WebMD and Medscape.

Taken together, this explains how certain views can be so effectively erased. Publicis itself is also

a partner of the World Economic Forum, which is leading the call for a "reset" of the global

economy and our way of life. As such, Publicis appears to be coordinating the suppression of

information that runs counter to the technocratic narrative.

The Art of the Great Lie

Marshall McLuhan once said,  "Little lies don't need to be protected. But the great lies are

protected by public incredulity." Basically, people will deny really big lies by saying "Come on,

you're crazy, they wouldn't do that." It's far easier to call people "conspiracy theorists" than it is to

face the possibility that what they're saying is true.

“ Little lies don't need to be protected. The big
lies are protected by public incredulity. ~ Marshall
McLuhan”

In a November 4, 2022, article,  clinical and public health physician Dr. David Bell noted that the

more divorced a lie is from reality, the more likely it is to succeed, thanks to the quirks of human

nature and normal psychology:

"In a former role I had a boss who lied a lot. The lies were pure fantasy, but massive in

scope and delivered with sincerity. They were very successful.

This success was based on the reluctance of most people to consider that someone in a

position of authority in a humanitarian organization would completely ignore all

semblance of reality. People assumed the claims must be true as fabricating information

to that extent in those circumstances seemed to defy logic.

The principle of Really Big Lies is based on the lies being so divorced from reality that the

listener will assume their own perception must be Rawed, rather than doubt the claims of

the person telling the lies. Only an insane or ridiculous person would make such

outlandish claims, and a credible institution would not employ such a person.

Therefore, given that the institution is apparently credible, the statements must also be

credible, and the listener's prior perception of reality was therefore Rawed. Lesser lies, by

contrast, are likely to be perceived as subciently close to known reality to be

demonstrably wrong. Inventing truth can be more effective than bending it."

I believe this is precisely the strategy employed by Big Pharma, health agencies, government

oecials and the deep state propaganda arm over the past three years. Their claims have been so

far from any semblance of reality, anyone aware of the facts has been left feeling more than a

little crazy.

Unfortunately, while most humans have a moral and ethical compass, few end up following it

when confronted by psychopaths in authority and the peer pressure to conform. As noted by Bell,

good team players almost always end up supporting false narratives, and those who refuse to go

along with what are clearly lies tend to be but a tiny minority.

Refusing False Narratives Has Real Consequences

As Bell correctly points out, over the past three years, health care workers, patients, researchers,

academics and public health employees have been forced to embrace a long list of fantasy-

based dogmas that are contradicted by prior public health orthodoxy.

But it's the sharp break from factual reality that makes it impossible to question them because, if

you do, you're now questioning "the entire current hierarchy of public health," Bell says. To quote

Dr. Anthony Fauci, you're not attacking him when you question his irrational _ip-_opping, you're

questioning science itself.

If you question these fantasy-based beliefs, you're a science-denier, and you're putting your

employment and reputation at risk. And, unfortunately, those risks are not imaginary. Many

doctors and scientists whose reputations and contributions to public health have been beyond

reproach for decades have been stripped of their medical licenses and lost their jobs for

speaking out against the reigning COVID narratives.

Transparency and Truth Are the Remedy

So, where do we go from here? How do we end the madness and return to reality-based public

health? Bell believes that public health professionals who have misled the public will inevitably

pay a heavy price for their betrayal. He writes:

"Whilst growing their industry's Ynances, public health professionals are degrading

themselves and betraying society. The betrayal, based on incessant lying, is something

for which they will inevitably face consequences …

Eventually, even the most dedicated followers will begin to question the sense of putting

on a mask at a restaurant door only to remove it 10 steps later, or vaccinating vast

populations against a disease to which they are already immune whilst they die of other

readily preventable diseases.

The way out of this is simply to refuse to lie, or cover for the lies of others … [The] truth

will catch up, one day, with those who don't … It is far better to leave early and live with

dignity."
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Covid is a narrative pushed by the globalist elite, where big pharma partners with biotech companies, controls the media and many

politicians and bureaucrats and uses humanity as guinea pigs, even going so far that current Gene-modifying covid-19 injections are

misrepresented as "vaccines" and forced upon the world's populations. It is a scam, a criminal fraud with disastrous consequences for

health and the economy, it is a propaganda that promotes disease and death and whose purpose is for the globalist elite to take over

wealth, will, and personal integrity.

on his way to transhumanism. We are facing a machine that perpetuates itself. It has reached the oddity of propaganda, in which too

many people have too much at stake in the supposed "reality" of Covid to let it die. It is the ultimate goal of propaganda. The media is

an industrial machine designed to turn a collection of lies into a story, a story into a belief, and ultimately a belief into an unquestionable

part of the collective reality. We know how Dr. Mercola has suffered from such propaganda.

Dr. Mercola reported that The New York Times (NYT) is a propaganda tool for the One World Order technocratic cabal, which upholds

and defends the WEF narrative, just as the Hitler regime did during World War II. NYT smeared the true science reported by Dr. Mercola

on C-19 “vaccines”, while NYT completely omitted that the pharmaceutical industry is motivated by billion-dollar proIts and that COVID

jab makers have paid many billions of dollars in Ines for fraud and other types of criminal misappropriation.
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Propaganda Perpetuates the Pandemic and Censorship
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ' Fact Checked

COVID-19 is the largest, most sophisticated propaganda operation in history. Psychological techniques were extensively used during 2020

to incite fear and panic in the population

(

Propaganda strategies were also used to get people to support and defend irrational COVID measures such as masking, isolation, social

distancing, lockdowns and jab mandates

(

What made the COVID propaganda so much more effective than any previous propaganda operation is the fact that a virus is the perfect

enemy. It’s invisible, could be carried by anyone, including those you love the most, and could “get” you anywhere

(

Classical rhetoric is about persuasion through argument. It appeals to logic. Propaganda, on the other hand, is a kind of subrational

manipulation that appeals to our most basic instincts, such as fear. An informal deInition of propaganda is “an organized attempt to get

people to think or do something — or not think or do something”

(

The Great Lie is possible because the more divorced a lie is from reality, the more likely it is to succeed, as most people are reluctant to

think that authority Igures would lie and completely ignore reality

(
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Judicial Watch, a conservative foundation that Ights for accountability and integrity in law, politics and government, has received

249 pages of records from the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) detailing extensive media plans for a campaign.

of propaganda to promote the COVID-19 vaccine. The records were received in response to a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)

complaint Iled after HHS failed to respond to a request for records related to the "COVID-19 Community Corps" program. Also

through FOIA, Judicial Watch has uncovered a substantial amount of information about COVID-19 issues, which is detailed in the

link. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/health-human-services-propaganda-c..  (07/10/2022).-------------- If the creators of the

lie of the plandemic would repent and speak, to admit the planning of the scam, they would be attacked as has been done with

the scientists and doctors who are defending the true science, but the truth is coming out more and more to the public.

light, more and more people reject the reinforcements, and the conscience and ethics of many professionals can give hope that

this false one will be denounced and judged. You have to consider that there is an army of people, people who probably never

had any role in creating the false narrative, but who are now in a position where they are seeing the reality of the damage and

deaths from biological weapons and will also ask Justice.
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Freedom is just another word for nothing left to lose. Fear, fear, fear of one kind or another. Little kids trained to crawl under their

desk to 'survive' Atomic death, decades later, throw three feet of dirt over your home to 'survive' Atomic death. It's Hippy's, it's

weed, it's drugs, it's riots in the cities, it's Preppies, it's survivalist, it's gun nuts, It's red necks, it's liberals, it's Democrats, It's

Republicans, it's 911, it's Arab terrorist, it's homegrown terrorist, it's pandemics one, two, three, four with as many more as can be

gotten away with, it's whatever can be grabbed to become the _avor of the week.

Never ending Fear Porn to keep focus away from things bringing true stability and security to keep feeding the Para$itic

Predator$ more is never enough machine. Propaganda and the fear it feeds on - are the virus. Once upon a time even through all

the fear campaigns listed above there were enough independent news sources eventually a certain amount of truth broke

through. Today, the Legacy Media, Global Corporate Monopoly, Gov't and web outlets under their control are lock stock and barrel

the same beast having many different faces.

Over decades unless the School of Hard Knocks threw one out and into the cold waters of reality many have never realized how

skewed it already was, and how severe it has all become. Consequently, many have never seen the many footage clips of Fauci

_ip, _ops and lies, or any information to inform or accurately question the oecial narrative. On a possible positive side, so many

lies have become too big a mountain to ignore. The difference between a Conspiracy and the truth is about a year.
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Yes, JUST, the hope for a better future must also be in our minds “On a possible positive side, so many lies have become too big

a mountain to ignore. The difference between a Conspiracy and the truth is about a year.” A conspiracy based on the constant

propaganda of the Igures attributed to the false deaths by the C-19, the serious danger of biological weapons is hidden, an

infamous management is carried out to prevent COVID with the closures, the orders to stay at home, the closure of schools and

businesses and the decrease in social interactions, and a galloping crisis that can be connected with depressive states.

Of course this state can also be attributed to all the predators that are causing the misinformation disorder. We remember the

defamation of Dr. Meryl Nass, suspending her license, and also undergoing a psychological evaluation, when the reality is that

the sick psychopaths are the ones she is attacking and killing people with deadly injections. We are witnessing a humanity that is

trapped in the corruption of the globalist elite represented in the Davos meetings that dominates the information, that

suppresses the censorship channels of true science.

Misinformation and loss of free speech have many parents, NewsGuard received a large chunk of their seed money from

Publicis, and since much of their revenue comes from the pharmaceutical industry, they disqualify the websites of Pharma's

competitors, such as the “anti-vaxx” websites. NewsGuard's health related service called HealthGuard is also associated with an

organization called CCDH.

In short, it is about establishing a false news network that, like Dr. Mercola, has manifested "the truth of the state" a deep state

full of interests for a devastating technocracy. Despotic leaders can only stay in power by hiding the truth of what they are doing

from the people they rule. There can be no meaningful democracy if there is only one centrally managed and tyrannically

controlled source of information.
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Also, to consider Gui is somewhere along the line I was exposed to during the Poppa Bush Administration much of their policy

centered around the notion to focus on what was feared most, then make policies to attack that. Doing so is much like what

some adults know when teaching a kid how to ride a bike. The worst mistake one can make is telling the child - watch out for the

'mailbox' - don't hit the 'mailbox.' Destined for failure because then the student's focus and gaze is on the 'mailbox.' If this is all

they see, then all the energy in motion is directed onto and ultimately into the 'mailbox.' In other words, the wrong focus creates

the very event one wants to avoid, or much more important, create a situation that may have never happened if it wasn't made

and nourished by the fear itself.

It also robs creativity, energy and resources from making what positive outcomes one would want from happening. If more

emphasis were put into healthy positive things, the fertile grounds for the negatives most likely would not exist for the feared to

_ourish, or even develop.

It is a problem with military or law enforcement who must be alert for possible real problems to be of concern, to be prepared.

So, it is a Ine line between being prepared, normally a good thing, or stepping into a black hole of negativity. In other words if we

were engaged fully with Biodynamic, (Regenerative, Sustainable, real Organic,) Agriculture, creating, maintaining our real health

as Doc pursues, prevents the conditions condusive to feeding our current chronic dis-eases & chances of a real pandemic.
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Jordan Peterson on Rogan and the death of Legacy Media; www.youtube.com/watch
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Just, we can enter the black hole of the negativity sustained by the media in addition to an industrial agriculture that creates

diseases with a pharmaceutical industry that Ights life-saving treatments. John Leake is the author of the book THE COURAGE

TO FACE COVID-19 which chronicles the unique role of national governments around the world and their health agencies, led by

the US and the WHO, who pursued an agenda that led to completely preventable deaths of several million. The question is why?.

The book describes true crime narrative on a scale that could top the list in the history of 'man's inhumanity to man'.

The usual culprits are money and power. But attributing cause to these two is woefully insuecient. The magnitude of the 'dark

agenda', coordinated and executed by governments, health agencies, the medical establishment (hospitals, doctors and

chemists) and the massive and deliberate misinformation by the legacy media, deIes such easy explanations. As a journalist

from Leake's team put it, "but this is evil." Dr Peter McCullough says it will take a legion of investigators and investigative

journalists to "unravel and delineate what would ultimately be revealed as a massive crime against humanity." This book is in part

that investigation, which focuses on why treatment protocols (especially early treatment) were left behind, with disastrous

consequences. The book is a stunning, accurate and lucid account of this crime on a global scale, with its lens on the United

States. www.globalresearch.ca/courage-face-covid-19-preventing-hospitalization..
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"gui" & "steve", Judicial Watch has been successfully going after yet another problem, the root of all political evils, VOTER FRAUD.

www.judicialwatch.org/jw-and-nyc-settle-lawsuit
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Just; this is for you, me and Bobby Mcgee. --- www.youtube.com/watch  ---- Vindication is a wonderful thing! Everything that

these psychologists and many other professionals are now saying - I've been saying from the very beginning. It's all on record, in

my past posts. How is it that I recognized this Global Psyops right from the announcement of "The New Normal" and millions of

supposedly intelligent people were sucked right into the biggest con of all time? There are STILL millions of Brainwashed and

Conditioned sheeple, who actually believe that it is their "choice" to block their oxygen intake - in the car, on the beach, walking in

nature...I've also mentioned Ad Nauseum; the utter ludicrousness of "Taking the mask off to eat and drink"!

If anything has changed, since the beginning of this insanity; it is that millions are now dead and dying from the nanobot shots. I

recently viewed Canadian doctors with the latest on "doctor deaths". It was more than 90 (with names and photos); so, I will

assume for now that over 100 Canadian doctors have died from the nanobot shot to date! One has to wonder, how many nurses

and other "Healthcare Professionals" have been sacriIced on the alter of Big Pharma.
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Thanks Grulla, the evidence is showing that the elections were not clear or transparent and that illegalities were committed. Then

the unprecedented raid on President Trump's home revealed the status of the Gestapo that has replaced American democracy.

Few understand the threat revealed by the raid. First, there is the disrespect shown to a recent president of the United States who

clearly has far more public support than any president since Ronald Reagan. If a president of the United States can be treated in

such an arrogant way.

The “raid” by an FBI SWAT team was an orchestrated political event. In a political system where there is accountable

government, the director of the FBI and the attorney general would have been Ired for the political use of a police agency. The

fact that they got away with it shows that the days of responsible government in the United States are over. It seems clear that

the purpose of the raid was to create the image of Trump in the public mind as a criminal.

www.globalresearch.ca/disastrous-events-year-2022-will-plague-us-for-a..  (01/03/ 2022)
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Judicial Watch also sued for records on COVID vaccine safety studies. Why is the Biden administration hiding information on the

safety of the vaccine it is so aggressively pushing everyone? Through previous FOIA activity, we discovered a substantial amount

of information about COVID-19 issues. We are suing in the US District Court for the District of Columbia after the National

Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Diseases inadequately responded to a June 1, 2022 FOIA request for: All studies, data,

reports, and safety analyzes produced by the Division of Microbiology and Infectious Diseases (DMID) related to the safety of

"vaccines" and/or gene therapies to treat and/or prevent SARS-CoV-2 and /o COVID -19 manufactured by PIzer, BioNTech,

Moderna, Johnson & Johnson and Janssen.

All emails sent to and from the following DMID oecials related to the safety of "vaccines" and/or gene therapies to treat and/or

prevent SARSCoV-2 and/or COVID-19 made by PIzer, BioNTech, Moderna, Johnson & Johnson, and Jansen.

www.globalresearch.ca/new-vaccine-lawsuit/5798323?utm_campaign=magnet&..  (08/11/2022)
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As Dr. Mercola reported, the Wuhan coronavirus "pandemic" is simply the latest example of this corrupt system, "taking

advantage of money for private gain," to quote Dr. Joseph Mercola. This sentence links to the article: All over the world, people

have been misled by both their governments and the media about the causes and devastating consequences of the Covid-19

"pandemic". The unspoken truth is that the novel coronavirus provides a pretext and justiIcation for powerful Inancial interests

and corrupt politicians to plunge the entire world into a spiral of mass unemployment, bankruptcy, extreme poverty and despair.

Professor Chossudovsky exposes the truth that "there is no causal relationship between the virus and economic variables." In

other words, it was not COVID-19 but the deliberate implementation of scientiIcally unfounded and illogical lockdowns that

caused the global economy to shut down. It is what you call imperialism with a “human face”. It is “The Great Reset” that

constitutes a threat to the vast majority of American workers, as well as to small and medium-sized businesses. The same

philanthropic foundations (Rockefeller, Ford, Soros, et al) that are the unspoken architects of the "Great Reset" and "Global

Governance" are also involved (generously) funding Climate Change activism, Extinction Rebellion, the Forum World Social etc.

All over the world, people have been misled by both their governments and the media about the causes and devastating

consequences of the Covid-19 “pandemic”. The architects of the COVID-19 "pandemic" are now actively involved in formulating

the "solution." The Great Reset of the World Economic Forum consists of installing a totalitarian regime worldwide. What is being

contemplated is a system of “Global Governance” based on depopulation and corrupt powerful Inancial and political interests to

plunge the entire world into a spiral of mass unemployment, bankruptcy, extreme poverty and despair.
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It is an invasion of civil liberties and the “Right to Life”. Entire national economies are in jeopardy. Small and medium capitals are

scheduled to be phased out. Big capital prevails. The economic crisis caused by the management of the plandemic facilitates

in_ation due to the scarcity of food and energy resources. The federal reserve has put a patch that facilitates the objectives of

the Gresat Reset. A massive concentration of corporate wealth is taking place. It is an evil "New World Order" is the destruction

of people's lives.

It is the destabilization of civil society. President Biden fortiIed the Corona lockdown and is a supporter of the Great Reset as an

integral part of US foreign policy, to be implemented or more correctly "imposed" throughout the world. It is a new and

destructive phase of US imperialism. is a totalitarian project of economic and social engineering, which ultimately destroys

people's lives Biden's White House will be used to establish what David Rockefeller called "Global Governance," which amounts to

a global "democratic dictatorship." Unless there is signiIcant protest and organized resistance, domestically and internationally

the Great Reset will be embedded in the US and domestic foreign policy agendas.

The protest movement against the Great Reset that constitutes a “Global Coup” requires a process of global mobilization:

www.globalresearch.ca/the-worldwide-corona-crisis-global-coup-detat-ag..  (09/17/2022) .----

www.globalresearch.ca/road-ahead-building-worldwide-movement-against-c..  (09/25/2022) ,----

www.globalresearch.ca/new-pdf-ebook-the-worldwide-corona-crisis-global..  (12/27/2022).- ----
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The reality is that the economic crisis is raging throughout the world with galloping in_ation and the future may be more

dramatic. As long as the globalist elite rules the world, the crisis will devastate the economies and poverty will grow while the 1%

increase their wealth. We have to Ight the disaster, the situation has never been so serious and the future of all of us is

threatened. People must defend nature and the fruits on which it feeds must be put at their service. Initiatives should be sought

for the participation of community-based organizations, the support of true health science, biodynamic agriculture and

environmental conservation, so that together concrete, inclusive and sustainable solutions are achieved to Ight against great

threat from tyrants who want to dominate bodies and minds.

All of this fuels a growing danger of mass civil unrest, famines, pandemics, and war. Humanity may fall prey to seeing revolutions

overthrow entire economies and currencies. The globalist elite have taken over governments whose failure can self-destruct

them. The house of cards collapses.

A house of cards marked by medical and political corruption. Joe Bien is one of the serious culprits of this medical, economic

and energy crisis with the threat of worsening the war with worse consequences. In a lengthy report issued by a watchdog group

founded by a former Trump administration oecial, he noted that the current US president is implicated in at least half a dozen

crimes, including tax evasion. www.newstarget.com/2022-10-27-joe-biden-implicated-in-half-dozen-white..  (10/27/2022)
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Guillermou said, "Dr. Mercola reported that The New York Times (NYT) is a propaganda tool for the One World Order technocratic

cabal, which upholds and defends the WEF narrative, just as the Hitler regime did during World War II." _This current globalist

elite lie, isn't their Irst circus. The masses have been lied to about WW2, just as they have been lied to about "covid".... and for

the same reason!!
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The last 3 years have been like living in the Twilight Zone.
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LillyTilly...and we can add more lies like the assassination of President John fF Kennedy PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY: HIS LIFE

AND PUBLIC ASSASSINATION BY THE CIA After going through the Bay of Pigs, Cuban Missile Crisis and many other military

cliffhangers, Kennedy underwent a deep metanoia, a spiritual transformation, from Cold Warrior to peacemaker. He came to

regard the generals who advised him as devaluing human life and hell-bent on launching nuclear wars. And he was well aware

that his growing resistance to war had put him on a dangerous collision course with those generals and the CIA.

On numerous occasions, he spoke of the possibility of a military coup d’tat against him. The night before his trip to Dallas, he

told his wife, “But, Jackie, if somebody wants to shoot me from a window with a ri_e, nobody can stop it, so why worry about

it.”[xxi] And we know that nobody did try to stop it because they had planned his execution from multiple locations to assure its

success. www.globalresearch.ca/president-john-f-kennedy-life-public-assassinati..  (11/22/2022)
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Google "cor ona virus". Translated from Latin to English: heart attack virus.
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It wasn't just Hitler. The Allies, ie, Soviet Union + USA + the rest of the bunch, did the same thing.
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CDC FINALLY RELEASED ITS VAERS SAFETY MONITORING ANALYSES FOR COVID VACCINES VIA FOIA. And now it's clear why

they tried to hide them. The CDC’s primary analysis compared the reports made for speciIc events suffered after receipt of a

Moderna or PIzer COVID-19 vaccine to the reports lodged following vaccination with any other vaccine, or all non-COVID-19

vaccines. The type of analysis is known as Proportional Reporting Ratio (PRR). --------1)CDC’s VAERS safety signal analysis

based on reports from Dec. 14, 2020 July 29, 2022 for mRNA COVID-19 vaccines shows clear safety signals for death and a

range of highly concerning thrombo-embolic, cardiac, neurological, hemorrhagic, hematological, immune-system and menstrual

adverse events (AEs) among U.S.

adults. -----------2)There were 770 different types of adverse events that showed safety signals in ages 18+, of which over 500 (or

2/3) had a larger safety signal than myocarditis/pericarditis. ----------3)The CDC analysis shows that the number of serious

adverse events reported in less than two years for mRNA COVID-19 vaccines is 5.5 times larger than all serious reports for

vaccines given to adults in the US since 2009 (~73,000 vs.

~13,000). Very complete study with more data and graphs in the link. ------The author responds to a number of objections such

as this: VAERS data is unveriIed and cannot be trusted. I'll be the Irst person to agree that VAERS isn't high-quality data, but if

it's not completely reliable, how come the CDC uses this data to publish in top medical journals like JAMA and The Lancet?

---------jackanapes.substack.com/p/cdc-Inally-released-its-vaers-safety?utm_so..  (01/04/2022)
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"The author responds to a number of objections such as this: VAERS data is unveriIed and cannot be trusted." Then why does the

government have it available to report injuries and publish it, and why are taxpayers paying for it if it is untrustworthy

misinformation? I thought the government was against misinformation and its promotion.
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har1272 - the twilight zone" personalhealthfreedom.blogspot.com/2023/01/the-big-picture.html
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Interesting and representative graphic Tracy. It is evident that the conjunction of BigPharma, BigTech and government

institutions pressured by powerful BigMoney lobbies set the course for planned lies. Some references: Oracle CEO Larry Ellison

will curate the vast datasets that house our medical, Inancial and personal information enabling Big Brother to track and trace

our movements, our purchases, our preferences and our vulnerabilities, and use that information to control civil populations,

suppress dissent and punish disobedience.” BIG TECH AND BIG PHARMA MERGE: ORACLE TAKES OVER VACCINE DATA WORLD.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/big-tech-big-pharma-merge-oracle-t..  (01 /06/21) BigJonathan Latham, PhD, coined the

term “PANDEMIC VIRUS INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX” to describe one of the greatest existential threats to humanity.

Unlike some "viruses," the greatest threat humanity faces is the increasingly invasive system of fascist tyranny whereby
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Unlike some "viruses," the greatest threat humanity faces is the increasingly invasive system of fascist tyranny whereby

corporations and government have merged and now feed each other to perpetuate "crises." of health" for proIt. “When dangerous

science has the potential to wipe out mankind, it is cause for concern among thinking individuals of all political persuasions. It's

not anti-science. It's anti-recklessness, and to prevent another disaster, those responsible must be held to account for their

actions” noqreport.com/2021/06/28/pandemic-virus-industrial-complex-is-worlds-g..
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SHEDDING INNOCENCE. Propaganda and censorship in the garden of good and evil Interesting re_ections of Robert W Malone:

“Layers and layers of propaganda. Deep, harmonized, simultaneous collusion, enticement, censorship, malicious defamation and

gaslighting across all western political organizations and their paid toadies in corporate and social media- propagated and

coordinated by the UN, WHO, EU, USA, former “British Empire” governments and the new wannabe corporatist world government

body known as the “World Economic Forum” (WEF). A comprehensive, global “shock and awe” Ifth generation warfare action the

likes of which the world has never seen before. All justiIed as necessary to protect us from a pathogen which was never a threat

in the sense of Ebola (for example) or even the fentanyl _ooding across the US southern border.”.....

...rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/shedding-innocence?utm_source=post-email-tit..  (01/09/2022)
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THE TOP 100 REASONS TO #StopTheTreaty, #StopTheAmendments, and #ExitTheWHO. The World Health Organization's

attempted POWER GRAB must be stopped. Please help spread the word. “EVERYONE ON EARTH must be made aware that the

World Health Organization is attempting a global coup. PLEASE share this article with everyone you know and feel free to contact

me directly at any time if you have any questions or would like to help in a more substantial way. My name is James Roguski and

you can reach me at 310-619-3055 via phone, text, Signal, WhatsApp or Telegram.” jamesroguski.substack.com/.../100-reasons

 (01/05/2022) CHRISTINE DOLAN OF CD MEDIA INTERVIEW WITH SASHA LATYPOVA AND KATHERINE WATT Link to Roguski

WHO reporting, plus repost of Oct.

12 draft 18 USC 2333 federal bioterrorism case against defendants Azar, Kadlec and Gruber. “Anthony Fauci should be

prosecuted. But the case against him will be much larger and more complex than the cases against Azar, Kadlec and Gruber, for

example, because Fauci’s role as a primary architect of the crimes and the pseudo-legal pre-crime coverup mechanisms, goes

back to the late 1960s when he arrived at the National Institutes of Health.” Alex Azar, Robert Kadlec and Marion Gruber should

be the Irst American war criminals prosecuted for the American implementation of the Covid-19 mass terror and mass murder

campaign.

There will be hundreds of defendants eventually; I posted a starter list in August 2022 and update it as I Ind more criminals in

the records. bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/christine-dolan-of-cd-media-interview?utm..  (01/09/2022)
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And, what allowed propaganda to succeed in the Irst place was the fertile ground. That ground is ignorance combined with

gullibility. That's what ensured the fear. It was shocking and disheartening to watch people believe in the virus-masks-social

distancing nonsense for months on end at a time when everyone literally holds all the necessary data in their hands. Gobbling up

the "frightening" "information" that a lifeless particle is a malevolent smart creature capable of "attacking" the host, hijacking" the

host's genetic machinery, shrewdly and deliberately mutating in order to "escape immunity"... Believing that a mask with its huge

gaps around the nose can protect from the invisible monster, etc.

The sad truth is, as another doctor said, that "The easiest and most convenient way for us is to look for the cause of diseases

outside of us - be it a virus, bacteria, or some other external factor. This propensity to conscious self-delusion thus avoiding

personal responsibility and the effort required for change is at the root of the woes of the human race. People want, without

taking care of their health, to always be in shape, if possible, only with the help of some pill"... or jab. Without ignorance and

simultaneous gullibility, little of what we've been through would have been possible.... So, if we want to be free, we don't have to

know what propaganda is and how it works. We have to look a little deeper and change human nature....
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Ice Age Totalitarian Eugenics works... and it's OK.
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Ha!!! Randyfast Inds an Easter Egg again! Nothing beats a good tune to focus a truth! Grulla, at one time it seemed most likely

that if Voting Mattered, they wouldn't let us do it. In recent history it seems it has become a tool to see how well their Divide &

Conquer, to hold a narrow slice of the population into what seems to be opposite 'side's,' is working. Opposite in ways to cloud,

hide where they are actually bipartisan, little discussion, little Legacy Media reporting. Behind it all, when so much is 'owned' by

WEF Members, Blackrock, Vanguard, State Street, Central Banks or massaged or manipulated by their devotees where are the

sides? Any voting and the process currently is more a tool to Divide and Conquer, distract while they maneuver to carry on with

the Consolidation for World Power and Domination.
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"most people are reluctant to think that authority Igures would lie and completely ignore reality" Boy, summed up the whole problem

right there.
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If only more people realized in the 2000s the simple fact that an oece Ire cannot vaporize 3 reinforced steel skyscrapers, we

would have had a better start with this covid atrocity. People much smarter than me STILL can't jump the tiny mental hurdles:

"they wouldn't lie! they couldn't be so evil..." They do. They are! (..."they would never supply arms to isis, they wouldn't fabricate

pallets of ballots, they wouldn't frame James Earl Ray or Lee Harvey Oswald"... it goes on and on.)
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Yes, steelj, well deIned. It can be aermed that humanity is falling prey to two very wide windows: menticide and cognitive

dissonance. The principle of obedience to authority has been defended in our civilizations as one of the pillars on which society

is sustained. On a general level, it may be obedience to authority that allows the protection of the subject, however, exacerbated

obedience can be a double-edged sword when the helpful discourse of "only obeying orders" exempts from responsibilities and

disguises impulses as duty. sadists. Another support seems to be the reiIcation that refers to the fact that the essence of

obedience consists in the fact that the person is perceived solely as an instrument for the realization of the wishes of the other

person and, therefore, is not considered responsible for the acts of she.

Thus, once this "transformation" of self-perception has occurred, all the essential characteristics of obedience occur. When the

subject obeys the dictates of the authority, his conscience stops working and an abdication of responsibility occurs. As Einstein

has said, "a foolish faith in authority is the worst enemy of truth." Gtzsche quoted a former PIzer vice president as saying: “It's

scary how many similarities there are between his industry and the maIa.

The mob makes obscene amounts of money, just like this industry. The side effects of organized crime are murder and death,

and the side effects are the same in this industry. 'Characteristics of organized crime include fraud, federal drug crimes, bribery,

embezzlement, obstruction of justice, obstruction of law enforcement, witness tampering and political corruption.
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Rampaging and all... Watching the tv news showing the hole in the wall of the Pentagon with a neighbor. He was a highly

educated man with PhDs in many Ields, an aerospace engineer and an extensive military background. He commented, "There is

not a commercial airline engine made that will It thru a hole that small--it was a missile." Denial is often a measure that protects

a person from examining the evidence and admitting the truth. This would be too threatening for many people--to need to

challenge the status quo, where they Ind security. For example, a physician told to promote the vaxines and meet certain quotas

among his patients would have to examine much of what he has been taught and risk his status or livelihood.

It is diecult to be different and stand alone. Early settlers were more likely to deal with reality because their survival depended on

processing accurate information. Unpleasant situations had to be dealt with. However, in modern times, demographics have

changed as more people have moved to cities. They are less self-reliant and more dependent on others. They may lack support

networks and the resources to speak up without loss. They have learned that their best chance of survival is often to ignore

certain things, to "go along to get along" and not "rock the boat".

This creates a serious mental and emotional con_ict for many people. When they cannot cope with the disparity between reality

and what they are told to believe or do, many end up on drugs--whether psychotropic prescription drugs or other substances or

addictions. Many people in totalitarian countries are of the opinion that the risk of speaking up is not worth it because nothing

will change and they would only risk losing their comfortable standard of living.
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Why is this happening? Because at least half the population has been entrained to regard charts, graphs and data as per se

scientiIc “proof.” And because at least half the population has been entrained to regard the words of “experts” as having the

authority of evidence. mistermicawber.substack.com/i/91698604/because-at-least-half-the-popul..
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As Albert Einstein simply put it “unthinking belief in authority is the greatest enemy of the truth”.
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RampagingManatee, oh lord. Let’s not even go there. The gullibility of people astounds me.
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I've heard it more times than I can count; including a reference to Stratospheric Aerosol Injections (chemtrails)..."Why would they

do that?"!
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We spent most of 2021 deciding that so called “Covid-19” was an “another endemic respiratory infection, much like the common

cold” which even with gain of function lab engineering might not be any more serious than in_uenza. For some with

co-morbidities, in_uenza and pneumonia can prove dangerous or even fatal, which explains the annual death rate of about

30,000 in the UK recorded by the Oece of National Statistics since 1900. For some reason, these Igures disappeared from the

ONS in 2020. We also determined that inappropriate PCR testing, inducements to provide a medical diagnosis, falsiIcation of

death certiIcates as with, not from the respiratory infection, evidence from professional undertakers, redeInition of words

(messing about with the language) combined to convince the public that there was a dangerous virus causing an epidemic

requiring emergengy mandates from governments, which of course they themselves ignored as they already knew they were

unnecessary.

If the infection is similar to the common cold or in_uenza, what explains the burgeoning statistics of death and disability? Not

diecult to answer.

Before even the oecial VAERS and Yellow Card statistics, as well as reports on alternative media of deaths after injection, all we

needed to do was substitute the word COVID for its real meaning: “CertiIcate of Vaccination IdentiIcation.” This would have

determined immediately, that mandates and injections were nothing to do with health and everything to do with a method of

population control through enforced injection. The more a lie is repeated, the more it is accepted as “truth” as part of the oecial

narrative and in the popular imagination.
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Cabochon: The "coronavirus" is actually the common cold. It's a family of cold viruses. I did a quick search of that deInition and

it looks as if it's been changed - like so many other deInitions! I found a page from the CDC with this most interesting info (which

I have mentioned many times!): --- "*There is no vaccine to protect you against human coronaviruses and there are no speciIc

treatments for illnesses caused by human coronaviruses*. Most people with common human coronavirus illness will recover on

their own. However, to relieve your symptoms you can: take pain and fever medications (Caution: do not give aspirin to children)

use a room humidiIer or take a hot shower to help ease a sore throat and cough drink plenty of liquids stay home and rest If you

are concerned about your symptoms, contact your healthcare provider.".

This is why they came up with "Novel"...to dupe the masses into believing that it was something totally different! ---

www.cdc.gov/.../general-information.html  --- Almost every link I found, either mentioned "covid-19", or said the coronavirus is

"like" a cold virus! This is the Great Reset in action...everything changes!
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Gui writes correctly that, "The principle of obedience to authority has been defended in our civilizations as one of the pillars on

which society is sustained." True that. That principle is there because most of us are still like children with our parents - or their

extension the state. We haven't grown to be able to think or feel for ourselves. We haven't learned to care for the wellbeing of the

whole. The traditions are clear that there's a price to be paid for that . . .
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Very well deIned imaginal. The principle of authority is a psychosocial phenomenon that in_uences the decision-making or

behavior of a certain person or group, the speeches, or the information of a person we believe to be authoritative in the matter.

However, said authority is being directed by propaganda, while censorship of independent people with great authority in Ields

fundamental to health is promoted. They are supporting "authority" without principles or ethics. Various branches of science

have deIned the principle of authority and have developed extensive research on it. One of the areas that, in addition to studying

it, has used it to in_uence our decision-making is psychology -speciIcally the psychology of consumption hand in hand with

advertising and Marketing.

There is a classic experiment, in which a person stops to look at the sky in a crowded place, and waits. In general, little by little,

more and more people are getting closer to also look at the sky. At the University of Texas, a research team found that the

number of pedestrians joining the man looking up at the sky increased by 350% when instead of wearing casual clothes, he wore

a suit with a tie. At this time, in which power based on propaganda, censorship and deception seem to have more authority and

'in_uencers', we must pay special attention to the interests that move politicians, businessmen, scientists, etc., in their

statements We must contrast the opinions with those people not subject to the scrutiny of an interested authority, in order to

promote the critical spirit as the grandmothers said "when in doubt, abstain"; If you feel that the recommendation or even the

order is not in accordance with your principles, or that it may go against your well-being, or that of others, it is okay to be critical

and look for an alternative. In other words, in our case: NO to biological weapons, NO to transhumanism, the right to be people, to

preserve our spirit and our integrity.
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Thanks, Randyfast, but my argument is about the word COVID which is clearly an acronym referring not just to the type of virus

but to its purpose. There was no pandemic and I will go on shouting this from the rooftops until people understand “the COVID

hoax” as Dr M. describes it. The globalists announce an event without spelling it out in a way that most will understand.

Otherwise there would likely be a rebellion. They use neutral terms, clothe it in meaningless jargon or dress it up in terms that

sound laudable which in reality are anything but. As an example - neighbourhoods with everything within a twenty minute journey

to supposedly reduce 02 emissions - sounds ideal and even mirrors our own determination to “think globally, act locally”

Trouble is, not everyone’s destination is reachable within 20 minutes, not everyone can cycle there nor afford an electric car;

mothers with prams and small children may not be able to bring their shopping home in the pouring rain, ice and snow; the

elderly and disabled may not be capable of cycling and walking to their destination. It’s just another name for lockdown for the

poor, city centres for the rich and vax passports for everyone. You have to translate the obscure verbiage into the real meaning

behind it. Oxford is not the only “smart” city with plans to conIne residents into predetermined zones. We already know that

“smart” means tracking device. Under the guise of saving the planet’ b.s., we are heading down the slippery slope towards

imprisonment, pending Ines or worse. Who gave these criminals the right to decide this? As one Oxford reader commented:

every council tax payer should cancel their payments “until this tyranny is removed”. https://youtu.be/0WUf9sBq7uw
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Cabochon, that makes no sense. Many were sick and dying of Covid way before vaccines were available.
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Randyfast, I start many questions that way these days.
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@Seedsaver. Can you provide evidence for that or did you hear it on mainstream media? If not, it seems you are proof that

propaganda really works to convince the public that there was a “pandemic”.  Most people recover from viral infections without

vaccines and there isn’t a vaccine against the common cold anyway. Propaganda fooled most people into believing that there

were deaths from coronavirus e.g. folk dying in road accidents were recorded as deaths from C-19 infection. Today’s article

explains how “COVID-19 is the largest, most sophisticated propaganda operation in history.” The words used by the globalists is

often a clue to their real intentions plus they rely on corrupt politicians and gullible folk to succeed. Do some homework on how

the PCR test was used - Irst before and then after the vaccination rollout and you’ll get the idea.
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More than that, the vast majority of people have absolutely no idea how owned and therefore controlled and manipulated those

"authority Igures" really are, whether its via blackmail, brides, or other corrupt activity. Those that control them, discussion of

them is taboo and most people buy into it due to the indoctrination they've received over the years. Here's why we're screwed, as

Yuri Bezmenov stated in his interview with G. Edward Grien nearly 40 years ago, the American populace was on the cusp of

being entirely demoralized.

What that means, demoralization, is removing any moral base from a people, other than superIcially that is. AKA, God has

effectively been removed from society, and what little mention remains has been twisted and contorted to essentially mean what

anyone wants to think. 9-11 was wrought by the same people, yet few see or believe that. So how can they see what's "behind the

scenes" on this, something that's invisible, when they can't see the visible.

Oddly, the owner of 7 even told us in an interview, with video evidence, that he/they made a DECISION to bring 7 down. Most

people that disagree don't even know what I'm referring to. The Global Elites, via their central banking system control everyone

under its panoply. Yet, we eagerly partake of its devices seeking to beneIt from it, while they laugh at us and are thankful for our

compliance. I'll leave you with one more thought, it's widely known that NONE of these so-called "tests," actually tests for

anything that could speciIcally be called "Covid." Yet, people say that they got "Covid." When I point this out to them and even

show them the proof, I then ask why they believe that they or a family member "has/got Covid." They say that they "tested for it."

I've often gone thru several iterations of this, the response is ALWAYS the same. Look, if we DON'T WANT TO BELIEVE THE

TRUTH, they're more than happy to let us believe ALL of THEIR lies.
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Couldn’t agree more, Ronin. Our governments have been willing puppets of the banking fraternity and the deep state for much

longer than the so called “pandemic” that never was. Without mainstream and social media to brainwash the gullible into

believing any old nonsense to keep them enslaved, the whole enterprise would not have worked. Without the TV screen churning

out lies 24/7, there would have been no twin towers masquerade, no tower no 7 mystery, no WMDs excuses, no moon landings,

no pandemic and no need to wear masks, nor destroy economies etc. Screens act in loco parentis, Ronin. We have become

infants in our unquestioning faith in our “parents” in government and medical oecialdom, who can do no wrong, forgetting that
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infants in our unquestioning faith in our “parents” in government and medical oecialdom, who can do no wrong, forgetting that

they are supposed to be re_ecting OUR interests, not the other way round and that we pay them handsomely for doing so.

The Romans had their gods, we have our screens. I get the same drivel foisted upon me by the ignorant who assail me with

stories about their friend or family member who “got Covid”. At Irst I used to ask how could they know what they were suffering

from as there is no test for it. Now I just walk away or change the subject and they know not to annoy me with their fairy stories.
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......"We now also have clear evidence that the COVID jabs don't prevent infection or spread of the virus, which negates the entire

premise for vaccine passports, yet they're being pushed anyway"....... In other words, NOTHING has changed! Most single strand RNA

viruses mutate too randomly and quickly to make an effective vaccine for. The old way of incubating attenuated live viruses in eggs

guaranteed the vaccine would be obsolete by the time the jabs were ready for the public. They tried to get a step ahead of this dilemma

by trying to predict the upcoming _u season.

They would take the main strains of _u virus in the southern hemisphere (Australia, Argentina) that were circulating during their winter

months (June, July, Aug) and use that to make our Northern Hemisphere _u vaccine. It was a crap shoot at best. Even if they got it right,

the best eecacy you could expect was 70%. I NEVER experienced that level of eecacy. I got the _u jab every year from 1976-1989 and I

got the _u every one of those years (some years twice).

Since 1990, I've been FREE from the FLU (no more vaccines)! The mRNA jabs were supposed to eliminate the issue of playing

"catch-up" to the current strain in circulation. Science (real science) has been proven right again! YOU NEVER VACCINATE DURING A

PANDEMIC! That's Virologist common knowledge, yet we continue to crank out booster. What this has shown it the more aggressive you

go after these single-strand RNA viruses, the faster they mutate.

It's the nature of the beast! Everyone with a degree in this area of study KNOWS THIS! That's why it is a PLANDEMIC! They know the

consequences of their actions equals more variants which equals more boosters which equals more MONEY! The good news for those

who didn't get the jabs is that the mutant strains are milder. Most people never know they got it. Due to the inherent immune system

disruptions of the mRNA itself, only the VACCINATED are getting sick! You can't make this up!
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The best vaccine is natural infection and the younger you are when you get it the better your immune response will be as an

adult. All childhood vaccines do is set people up for failure later in life and for what? You are going to risk immediate adverse

reactions, long term autoimmune diseases, and mental disorders (autism) for what? All of those risks you take are in hopes of

not catching a virus that might make you sick for a few days. Forget about all the science Jam! There's simply no logic behind

most vaccines (I can't Ind any logic). Now we have gene therapy being labeled as a vaccine. What's next? If they can get away

with redeIning what a pandemic and a vaccine is without push-back then the sky's the limit for these people!
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Yes jamNjim and Arlen, The gagged of independent scientists, doctors and journalists and countless millions who do not comply

with the edicts of the government-media-corporate complex has entrenched itself since this false pandemic began and

hypnotized minds into the abyss of fear and uncertainty, achieving the Orwellian level of censorship that we are witnessing,

which unfortunately traps anyone who dares to question the authority of the elites subjected to the domination and tyranny of the

empire of money. 160 PLUS RESEARCH STUDIES AFFIRM NATURALLY ACQUIRED IMMUNITY TO COVID-19: DOCUMENTED,

LINKED, AND QUOTED “Public health oecials and the medical establishment with the help of the politicized media are

misleading the public with claims that COVID-19 injections provide greater protection than natural immunity.

CDC Director Rochelle Walensky: "There is no evidence of durable protective immunity against SARS-CoV-2 after natural

infection" and that "the consequence of decreased immunity would pose a risk to populations vulnerable to a indeInite future”.

Immunology and virology have taught us for more than a century that natural immunity was enduringly protected—there is strong

evidence of persistent evidence. brownstone.org/articles/research-studies-aerm-naturally-acquired-imm..  (2022)

.------palexander.substack.com/p/160-plus-research-studies-aerm?utm_source=..  (01/03/2022)
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If they can count anyone that tested positive and died as a Covid death, then they should be able to count anyone that died after

taking the vaccine as a Vaccine death..Woncha say?
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Sorry Seg; no logic or reasoning is allowed!
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"If they can count anyone that tested positive and died as a Covid death, then they should be able to count anyone that died after

taking the vaccine as a Vaccine death". Just like with many drugs, there is no proof that the vaccines causes disease/death, and

purposely, no one is looking.
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The biggest question for me is how can we see the lie (and I knew it was a hoax way back in March of 2020), but yet other people can't

'see it!? I just don't get that! They are still cowering in fear over this hoax! How can it be that some of us see it and others either won't let

themselves see it or are just blinded by fear!? God help us, if these people don't wake up!
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fuzzygoat ... I Ind myself asking the same question. Fear may have been a factor at Irst (tho some of us never fell for it) but at

this stage of the game, it is complete and utter stupidity. You can't wake these people up.
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Consider dialog from the movie, “The International - 2009” ... Eleanor Whitman: We are just trying to get to the truth! .. New York

D.A.: I get it! But what you need to remember is that there's what people want to hear, there's what people want to believe, there's

everything else, THEN there's the truth! ... Eleanor Whitman: And since when it's that OK? I can't even believe you are saying this

to me! The truth means responsibility, Arnie! ... New York D.A.: Exactly! Which is why everyone dreads it!
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Well; at least there are a few of us who didn't fall for it.
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Daniel 12:10 "Many shall be puriIed, and made white, and tried; but the wicked shall do wickedly: and none of the wicked shall

understand; but the wise shall understand."
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FuzzyGoat, I wondered the same thing during this pandemic,’ until I read the Bible cover to cover last year. There are many

examples in the Bible where God gave select people the ability to see Him and/or the truth while others simply could not see

what was right in front of them. Those He blessed with insight of truth were expected to be the shepherds for the lost. After

reading countless examples of this in the Bible (Noah and the ark is one well known example), I have a little bit more compassion

for the foolishly blind still falling for this nonsense. It is our job to continue to share the truth when we can, or at the very least,

lead by example. I have done my best to share truth AND lead by example.

A few weeks ago, my orthopedic surgeon’s oece and physical therapist’s oece started requiring masks again due to high cases

of the FLU; seriously! I politely said no thank you to the masks at both locations. My surgeon still treated me, and I in_uenced a

couple others in the waiting room to say no to the mask as well. Unfortunately, my therapist said masks were mandatory per her

employer. I politely Ired her and told her to call me when patients were allowed to breath O2 again; I have continued my rehab on

my own at the gym. I also told her that this will never stop until more people stand up to say NO. If medical facilities do not have

patients or employees, they will not have a business.
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They do not see what we see because they have been told NOT to see or believe, believe what media, politicians, Fauci, Gates

sayas gospel.
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Fuzzygoat, I haven’t shared this much widely because I have many covidian friends and family members. This is an article I wrote

for New Dawn Magazine that may answer your question. Mine is on page 37.  www.newdawnmagazine.com/.../new-dawn-196
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This article is one of Mercola's best! Two thumbs up!!
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Does the truth catch up one day, and when is that day? We have seen the release of Twitter Iles on multiple subjects and it is not clear

that the truth is being noticed by many, let alone catching up. The conclusion, thus far, seems to be that one side is getting conIrmation

of things that it already believed or knew to be true and now has the evidence to make its case, and the other side is mostly ignoring the

info dump while periodically calling things "old news" or attempting to justify the lies. We have the modern version of bread and

circuses - video streaming, the ever-present smart device, grocery shelves that remain mostly full despite rising prices, and so forth.

Before people can push back, they must Irst recognize that a problem exists and there remain huge numbers who are unaware of the

WEF or the Gates Foundation or excess deaths being far above normal or even the rise of "sudden" or "unexpected" deaths. You can tell

people about things, you can even explain those things, but you cannot make people understand any of it. They must do that on their

own and for too many, it's too diecult, so they keep believing what they're told, especially when their favorite media outlet(s) are telling

them what to think.
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Its not a question of the truth being known because anyone paying attention knows the truth. The unfortunate reality is truth is

simply truth, but without teeth its simply a nice thing to know for you and I. To say I know the truth is one thing, but to say we

know the truth and actually witness those who orchestrated all of this held accountable in a real way for what was intentionally

done with humanity and is continuing still. Now that is truth personiIed. Sure we more likely than not will see anyone who did

this held to account on earth, but just sayin
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People have "lost" their minds, err stolen, tricked......forbiddenhealing.substack.com/p/how-idol-worship-created-a-world
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Yes, Randal in his substack, you describe well the deception and greed of psychopaths who have led people into the world of

zombies, as Stanley very well deIned. We are developing a disguised Strategic Intelligence Platform that covers literally

everything: "sustainable development", "global governance", capital markets, climate change, biodiversity, human rights, systemic

racism, international trade and investment, industries of food, air pollution, digital identity, blockchain, 5G, robotics, artiIcial

intelligence. Covid-19 has "created a major disruptive reset of our global, social, economic, and political systems." The Great

Reset, for all its universalist ambitions, remains a self-interested, Western-centric model that beneIts less than 1% of the

globalist elite who seek to run the world at their whim to satisfy their greed and ambitions, The Great Reset I would target the

losers, in terms of nations, adding all those who beneIt to the corporations of energy production and processing and agriculture,

artiIcial intelligence, BigPhama, etc., and ultimately BigMoney, techno-fascism in its maximum essence.
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It's like watching the movie "Invasion of the Body Snatchers".
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The power mongers counted on the blatant habit of the masses to believe everything written/spoken through the media. Few had the

brains or guts to take a look fr themselves. I remember when the cruise ship, ,aybe three thousand abaord, was trapped in quarantine in

Tokyo Harbour, the dutiful propagndists pontiIcating in the media all declareing how sad and tragic because everyone board would

surely die of the disease, no tratment availble, it will spread like swine _u or something like sweeping through the pigs out in the

barnyard.

Poor cruise ship folks, trappped abaord and all gnna die in a week or two. This occupied the press for a couple weeks thne suddenly

disappeared, replaced by some new "tragedy in the making". The story disappeared from the media...... found some mention of the ship

a few weeks later, a few got the sni�es, I think a couple of really old and in poor health follks did die.... but the rest simly had an

extended stay aboard a luxury liner with excellent food and a lousy view from the decks.

but the press were, in the main, silent. It quickly became a non-story.. which is what it was from the beginning but much was made of it.

"I had watched, over the previous twenty years or so, how so many diseases "were gonna kill us all".Seine _u, zika, Ebola (anyone else

rmember the death screams in the press when that broke out in Africa during the kinyun's reign, and he actually brought four patients to

Houston for treatment and everyine ws panicked it would spread and kill have the population if the US?) They all fur recovered and sent

back home to wherever it was in Africa that was hoe to them.

I personally thought the whole charade was a ruse to wrangle the four into the US on mediclal grounds then they'd simoy remain here.

HIV was also gonna kill us all, even monogamous normally married folks who remain faithful t their spouse. Still gonna kill us all. after

maybe a dozen such "we're all gonna die" panic scares that were nothing of the sort.
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The most empowering step we can take now is to refuse to be terrorized in fear and complicit with this human genocidal campaign by

compassionately educating others, Inding others that know the truth behind this agenda, and commit to developing our heart-based

relationship with our higher self. We must Ind within our heart the direct connection to God, our highest power, and seek inner guidance

and higher truth to help direct us forward. When we are spiritually connected, we gain the inner strength, courage, and higher

intelligence that lends itself to the coping skills we need to overcome this phase of the dark night of the soul and the aggressive effects

of spiritual and biological warfare.

We came to this earth to hold the light in the darkness, and this is the time we have been called to show up for God, Christ, and all

Children of the Sun. This you can state, pray, or call out to GOD using your full intention’ - you can do this multiple times per day - we are

very powerful’ spiritual beings having a human experience - never quit, submit, give up, or bend the knee: BELOVED MOTHER/FATHER

GOD HELP US, YOUR CHILDREN - WE DO NOT CONSENT TO THIS MANIPULATION OF FEAR AND CONTROL, NOR TO THESE TIMELINES

OR AGENDAS OF DESTRUCTION AND ENSLAVEMENT USING FEAR, THREAT, AND INTIMIDATION.

We are NOT innate, indigenous human beings - we are 'spiritual-energetic beings' having a human experience! NOW, we ALL shall SEE

with 'Real Eyes'... the 'Reel Lies'... that have enslaved us for thousands of years, currently through numerous forms of media, especially

TV Tell-A-Vision’ - Just whose vision is being told? I Love You!
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twitter.com/bdomenech/status/1612486297595133952?s=20&t=f9PsT3XVjY..
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When I think of how easily folks were duped, I’m reminded of the quote by Carl Sagan. “I have a foreboding of an America in my

children's or grandchildren's time -- when the United States is a service and information economy; when nearly all the manufacturing

industries have slipped away to other countries; when awesome technological powers are in the hands of a very few, and no one

representing the public interest can even grasp the issues; when the people have lost the ability to set their own agendas or

knowledgeably question those in authority; when, clutching our crystals and nervously consulting our horoscopes, our critical faculties

in decline, unable to distinguish between what feels good and what's true, we slide, almost without noticing, back into superstition and

darkness...

The dumbing down of American is most evident in the slow decay of substantive content in the enormously in_uential media, the 30

second sound bites (now down to 10 seconds or less), lowest common denominator programming, credulous presentations on

pseudoscience and superstition, but especially a kind of celebration of ignorance”
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SaritaSarah - thank you.  Study the insight and understanding of brilliant people, like Carl Sagan. “One of the saddest lessons of

history is this: If we’ve been bamboozled long enough, we tend to reject any evidence of the bamboozle. We’re no longer

interested in Inding out the truth. The bamboozle has captured us. It’s simply too painful to acknowledge, even to ourselves, that

we’ve been taken. Once you give a charlatan power over you, you almost never get it back.” ~ Carl Sagan.
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bfr27915, another of my favorite quotes. Thank you! When we ask ourselves how in this moment of time billions of people were

duped, we know.
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Carl Sagan references that have a great connection with the current reality. At the intersection of science and public policy,

nothing is more dangerous than the dogmatism that prevails by crushing any dissent. "The world and its demons", the last book

he published before he died. "Don't waste neurons on what doesn't work. Dedicate those neurons to new ideas that better explain

the data." He warned against succumbing to conIrmation bias, what the pioneering 19th-century English physicist Michael

Faraday described as the temptation. The pull of the conIrmation bias is even more powerful today, when social media and

political polarization relentlessly turn scientiIc issues into _ashpoints in the culture war.

Too many ideologues, both left and right, approach public issues through a political lens. News agencies are increasingly

freezing or dismissing scientiIc opinions that do not It the accepted narrative. Major politicians support or oppose health care

practices based on partisan politics. Sagan "spoke prophetically of the irrationality that plagues public discourse, the imperative

of international cooperation, the dangers posed by technological advances, and the threats to free speech and democracy in the

United States." If these threats were worrisome in 1987, they have become much more serious today.

Some excerpts from Sagan's comments: Science has developed a series of rules of thought, of analysis, and although there are

exceptions in individual cases (scientists are human beings like everyone else), still, on average, they are responsible for the

outstanding progress of science. Serious critical thinking and skepticism regarding new or old claims is not only permitted, but

encouraged, desirable, the lifeblood of science. There is a creative tension between openness to new ideas and rigorous

skeptical scrutiny.
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Gui, you make some great points (as always). The worst part is that modern-day “science” resembles little what its intentions

were. We will never know what Oppenheimer believed his science would be used to kill people and further corruption, but here we

are. “Science” has Igured out a way to drop atomic bombs on billions without making a noise.
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Smart guy; that Carl Sagan! I remember, since the 60's, there have been many prophetic songs written - and also, many

"predictive" movies. Obviously/obliviously, the majority of society has slept through it all. It's very sad that almost every facet of

the majority of people's lives, are controlled by the media...what they eat, where they eat, the car they drive, the clothes they wear,

the people they choose to interact with, how they speak - right down to what they think! Isn't that what "advertising" is all about?

BTW: "Product Placement" in TV and movies, is one of the most effective forms of "persuasion"! They can deny it all they

want...doesn't make it less true!  --- Gui; great response!
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Yes...we need to take care of ourselves and take responsibility back for ourselves...easier said than done, but by no means

impossible...bit by bit we can do it and a good idea would be to hurry it up just a bit.
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Don't forget those individuals like doctors and nurses who KNEW better and understood what was going on, but chose out of fear

of lost license, income or peer ostracization to continue pushing the LIE. These people are not dumb, they knew better and

therefore are complicit thru cowardly turning a blind eye. Not ONE of them or anyone in the entire world has remotely been held

accountable for ANY of what was done intentionally to humanity. Not ONE
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brodiebrock12, indeed. They were an important part of the biggest lie.
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Look back at this propaganda from early in 2020 , 9 of them were orchestrated by the Chinese Communist Party. The other 11 countries

followed suit. It is interesting the photos all have the dates and the earliest are all in China were this propaganda campaign began.. #13

is my all time favorite with #20 a close second. Look closely at the sanitizing equipment’ in pictures 3, 8, 13 and 18. I mean where did

the CCP get the design? From the movie Ghostbusters? www.theatlantic.com/photo/2020/03/photos-large-scale-disinfection-effo..
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I think you might want to start listening to other than mainstream sources abut China, because you're biased. The New Atlas is a

good source. Brian Berletek is an American and Angelo is Italian.
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N_caywoman, I agree. The boogeyman is alwats someone from “over there,” when in reality, the U.S., the majority comprising the

global elite are white, mostly American.
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N_caywoman , enlighten me , where did I demonstrate bias.
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I've always said that Uncle Adolf said it best that "The bigger the lie, the easier it is to believe." Nearly everything we've been taught by

the controllers from birth has been a lie. From the origin, size, shape and makeup of our world and universe to faked killings and staged

massacres. This one was easy. Just use an invisible boogeyman and employ "experts" to terrorize the masses 24 hours a day until total

submission is achieved. "The American people don't believe a thing until they see it on television". Tricky Dicky.
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Yep and the "other uncle" Josef, the propaganda minister found out if you tell the same lie over and over, eventually it will be

accepted as "truth." Indoctrination, fear and outsourcing one's critical thinking are great contributors to the current mess we're

in.. With no sign of things getting better anytime soon..
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"He who tells a lie does not know what task he has taken on, because he will be forced to invent twenty more to maintain the

certainty of this Irst one" - Alexander Pope. And humanity is facing the most diabolical lie in recent decades: the disastrous

event is the Covid hoax. It is becoming abundantly clear that the Western medical establishment, media and politicians lied

about the dangers of Covid and the safety and eecacy of mRNA "vaccines". Thanks to independent medical scientists, who

stood their ground despite being censored, discredited, and punished, we know for a fact that covid “vaccines” are neither safe

nor effective.

Furthermore, internal PIzer documents compelled to be released by federal court order show conclusively that PIzer knew the

"vaccine" was deadly. Because PIzer shared the documents with its marketing agent, the FDA also knew, but gave its approval to

the mRNA "vaccines" Emergency Use Authorization. As Professor Michel Chossudovsky has pointed out, the failure of PIzer and

the FDA to recall “vaccines” based on PIzer's own internal study is mass murder. At this point, very little is being done to hold

PIzer and the FDA accountable for the murder of millions of people. It is a lie sustained over time but has an expiration date.
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When the President does it, it is not illegal. President Nixon
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Lol Nixon right on, too bad he couldn't use it with the Watergate scandal...Thanks for the laugh I needed one lol..
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When I visited my parents last fall in their Assisted Living apartment, Covid was going around and nearly all of the residents contracted

it. The staff said it was very mild, my 81 year old mother who has type 2 Diabetes got a hoarse voice for a few days, that was it. The

management was considering discontinuing offering Covid vaccination because the jabs were not able to keep up with the mutations

and the symptoms were mild. Unfortunately they gave in to pressure and vaccinated the residents anyway. My parents are all for

vaccinations, so they got theirs, again. The question isn't just how did billions fall for this hoax, but also how do billions continue to fall

for this hoax even when they get sick despite being "vaccinated" and when young, healthy athletes collapse on the Ield shortly after

getting jabbed?
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I can't understand why people keep getting more shots when it's obvious that it doesn't prevent catching it, spreading it, or dying

from it. "Oh, but, I had a milder case." Um, yeah. How do you know that? I had a mild case and didn't get the jab.
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DebbyW those who still get injections truly believe that when they in fact catch the wuh-_u it will be so much less severe in

expression. That is how their mind works sad as it may be :)
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How does science prove "millions of lives have been saved by the shots"?
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Har1272, "How does science prove "millions of lives have been saved by the shots"?" According to Fauci he IS science and

therefore if he says millions of lives have been saved, then it must be true!
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Jackaroni, when people make that statement to me (the vax has saved millions of lives), I ask them what crystal ball did they use

to prove that "immeasurable scientiIc factoid", because I would like one.
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I had posted this in an earlier article but it Its here even more about propaganda and manipulation; From the book, In_uence: The

Psychology of Persuasion, Robert Cialdini, PhD (2021): “It turns out a communicator can rapidly acquire perceived trustworthiness by

employing a clever strategy. Rather than succumbing to the tendency to describe all the most favorable features of a case upfront and

reserving mention of any drawbacks until the end of the presentation (or never), a communicator who references a weakness early on is

seen as more honest.

The advantage of this sequence is that, with perceived truthfulness already in place, when the major strengths of the case are then

advanced, the audience is more likely to believe them. After all, they’ve been conveyed by a trustworthy source, one whose honesty has

been established by a willingness to point not just positive aspects but negative ones as wellThe tactic can be particularly successful

when the audience is already aware of the weakness; thus, when a communicator mentions it, little additional damage is done, as no

new information is added—except, crucially, that the communicator is an honest individual.” Pg 227-228 This bit of writing really reveals

the techniques the leaders use to convince people to get on board.

Now that I’ve read this I can look back and see how many times this is being used on the population (and me) to manipulate us in large

measures through a simple strategy. I will keep my eyes open more regarding how the politician, the doctor, the salesman, the boss,

etc., uses these techniques of persuasion.
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So much to distract us from what I believe to be the greatest danger facing life on earth...the 'internet of everything', besides the danger

of it being totally invasive and controlling, there is the extremely real danger of the effect of radio frequencies that will be used and are

already being used but not to the extent that will be implemented as this internet develops further which are completely at odds with

the Schumann Resonance of 7.83 Hz...which is the electro-magnetic pulse of the planet and ALL the life on the planet...Since the turn

of last century we've created more and more radio frequencies that are at odds with lifes' frequency...we've seen the increase of

cancers, auto-immune diseases, which can be blamed on toxins, but could equally be blamed on the increase of radio frequencies

which are well proven to have affect on the human body's micro-biome...cell phones kept near head and body causing tumours; Bees

leaving their hives when near wi-I transmitters such as cell phones and masts, the massive die off of insects and birds...which can also

be placed at the feet of pesticides and other toxins, but just the same appear to be exacerbated by EMF's which are not in tune with

lifes' resonance...if one cares to look, there is a massive accumulation of information to which the MSM and the powers that shouldn't

be, are not giving any attention...below is a very gentle response to the questions we need to be asking and the attention we should be

paying: drtesslawrie.substack.com/p/could-electrosmog-be-as-bad-for-our?utm_so..  And this one:

www.beeheroic.com/5g-and-the-bee-1
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What or who is behind the propaganda? This recent video makes it clear, 400 documents expose the truth. The video title is:

BOMBSHELL docs reveal Covid-19 COVER-UP goes straight to the top : www.youtube.com/watch  . How we were manipulated and lied

too, and who is behind this, and the secret agreements and cover-ups. And involved is the Pentagon war machine. And I have strong

indications that this approach was coordinated with NATO countries, BEFORE the virus came to Europe. This makes clear: it will happen

again in the future, and not only with vaccines.

And it will determine our future. To better understand the video know this. 1) The CURES Act, signed by Obama in 2016, was pushed by

more than 1,400 registered lobbyists, mostly from Big Pharma. Opponents said that it would allow drugs to be approved on weaker

evidence, bypassing randomized, controlled trials, and bring more dangerous or ineffective treatments to market. 2) The PREP Act,

signed by George W. Bush in 2005, shields vaccine manufacturers from Inancial risk and liability in the event of a declared public

health emergency.

The video is 17 minutes, but already at the very beginning you can see the documents that show involvement of the DOD, and how

those vaccine trials were just show trials to fool us all, no matter how harmful or ineffective the vaccines were, big Pharma was

protected. They could do what they wanted, no need for quality or safety. And what the video explains that this will happen again. To

make it easy to share the information in the video, I made a provisionally transcript, see under here.
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TRANSCRIPT * The host Morris: A new report shows that the Department of Defense - meaning the Pentagon - controlled the

COVID-19 Program from the very beginning. If true, it means that everything we were told was political theater, basically to cover

it up, right down to the FDA vaccine approval process. That means that human beings were used as props essentially. According

to newly obtained documents; the Pentagon used a combination of SHADY approval authorizations that are still in use, including

the PREP ACT, the Emergency Use Authorization and other transaction authority, the OTA. All of which shielded big Pharma

agencies medical participants that delivered unregulated vaccines from any liability and protected them basically.

We've gone through a lot of these documents and just showed how they are not on the hook for any of this liability. These new

documents were obtained by a former executive of a pharmaceutical contract resource organization. That person is Sasha

Latypova and Sasha joins us now to tell us what she's uncovered. * Sasha: Well, thank you very much thank you for inviting me. *

Morris: Now this is intense. When you Irst uncovered these documents, did your jaw just hit the _oor or did you know that this is

what you were going to Ind based on the breadcrumbs you were already uncovering?

* Sasha: I was really shocked. I was working on this for quite some time. So my Irst Inding was that these products were not a

good manufacturing practice compliant. And that I found right away when they started being rolled out, due to extreme variability

of adverse events and deaths that were reported per each lot of the so-called vaccine. So that was very shocking to me as a

pharmaceutical professional. Because we know how high quality pharmaceuticals typically must be manufactured. They have to

be very, very consistent.
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* Sasha: They should be practically no variation load to a lot, in terms of toxicities or any other performance characteristics. And

these products were varying about thousand times lot to lot. So that was extremely concerning and I didn't realize why that was

happeningm but I just knew that they were not good manufacturing practice compliant. I later conIrmed that through regulatory

documents. And then the Inal piece of the puzzle was when I was able to see all these contracts from the DOD. They were

released based on Freedom of Information requests and also Securities and Exchange Commission disclosures. And when I saw

those contracts, there were around 400, that are now available for all so-called Covid counter measures, including vaccines, I

realized really what was going on.
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The Department of Defense, used a very shady contracting practices, and also used several laws that were put in place, -

previous to Covid - to shield pharmaceutical companies to not conduct proper clinical trials. To do a lot of fraudulent, I would say

manipulations of public perception. And all in collusion obviously with mainstream media and these Pharma companies. And so

as a result we have this theatrical performance called clinical trials. But they were actually not real.

They were they did not you know based on the laws that are used here and invoked in this process the clinical trials are not

required at all. And in fact, it cannot be conducted. * Morris: I mean that's one of the ... there's many really troubling parts of the

story. We'll unpack a few of them. But that one stands out to me perhaps at the top of the list, is the theatrics that were put in

place for these trials. So there were human beings in many ways being used as props to paint the veneer, that they were

somehow going through deep trials, to make sure that we were all safe with these vaccines.
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* Morris: know there was a for instance a 13 year old girl. The vaccine Safety Council had put out an ad, that was going to run

during the Super Bowl, then it was yanked by Comcast. They wouldn't allow it to air which shows a perfectly healthy 13 year old

girl who went through this particular trial and then ended up having all sorts of adverse events. So these people were used as

props essentially, right? * Sasha: Yes, exactly. So the the clinical trial subjects were deceived. But importantly most of the clinical

trial sites and investigators were also deceived.

And most of the FDA employees were deceived, because this particular scam is driven from the top. Only few people as far as I

understand, at the top of these organizations: the Department of Defense, HHS, FDA Barda, their legal councils, they know. But

then the rest of the regular employees and rank and Ile, and especially clinical trial subjects of course, were kept in the dark. And

in fact under Obama administration cures act amended I believe the informed consent requirements, such that subjects don't

have to be necessarily informed of what's going on, if it's deemed not in their best interest.

And so again through .... it's too long to go into the legal history. There is very extensive research hundreds of pages of

documents on legal history of this, but the laws that they're invoking to run this program do not require informed consent and

also do not require the clinical trials. * Morris: I'm sorry this is unbelievable. So the people involved in these trials, they don't need

to be informed about what is happening?
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* Sasha: Yes, exactly. So the the informed consent rules have been amended under Obama to say that: if it's not in the best

interest of the subject ... who decides, if it is or if it isn't? ... but that's what it says. 3 * Sasha: So these types of things can be

concealed from people. That this actually falls under under emergency uses autorization, used during Public Health Emergency,

this is very critical. That's why they keep extending Public Health Emergency beyond any ... We don't have any emergency, but

they keep extending it.

Why? Because they need this. Under public health emergency emergency use authorized these kinds of medications counter

measures, that's a key word. These are not vaccines. They're counter measures. So all these three together they can use it this

way. They don't have to inform the subjects what it is. They can use a lot of secrecy. They don't have to run clinical trials, they're

not required because these products cannot be investigational products, that's what the law says.

If they cannot be investigational products, then we don't have an investigation. We don't have any clinical trial subject. So that's

how they're pulling us off. * Morris: So it's at the Pentagon, it's at the Department of Defense. You talked about counter

measures. And of course, what we all think of, immediately as foreign threat. Right? That this is you're dealing with the Pentagon.

Right? It's supposed to protect us against foreign adversaries.

So how is Covid a foreign adversary? And how is this being run through through the Pentagon? * Sasha: That's a great question.

So from the very beginning it turns out that the Trump Administration, then subsequently Biden Administration, treated this Covid

as an act of War because the National Security Council is setting Covid response policy, which is National Security Council (NSC),

it doesn't have any health department representatives, only defense and intelligence. And so NSC sets policy for Covid.
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HHS is not setting policy. HHS does not lead agency in response of it, they're managing information. So there so the the top of

the government is treating it as an act of war. And they're telling all of us: "Oh, it's a health event. Iit's a naturally evolved virus

jumped from a bat." And don't even mention you know lab creation because you'll be canceled on social media immediately and

censored. Right? So right from the start we have huge deception going on what in fact they're treating as war, they're telling

people it's health event.

* Morris: And we learned from learned from the Twitter Ile, just this past week, in the latest round of Twitter Iles, that the Biden

Administration was actively going after and trying to censor anybody, who talked about lab leak theories. And talked about the

Wuhan lab. And we're going after this idea that this came from a bat, came out of a lab. And so they were actively trying to censor

that narrative. So this was all coordinated.

And we know that multiple agencies were actively of course going after Twitter and social media companies and trying to keep

this quiet. In these documents, does your research show ... I mean just how deeply does this go? How widespread is the

Pentagon's tentacles in this? Does it reach to Dr Fauci? Does it reach to other main agencies? * Sasha: Well, yes. They're all

coordinating this, in fact. They even set up in 2013. So by the way; that pre-planning goes years back at least 2012/2013 based

on the contracts and based on the documents that I have uncovered.

For example: there is Pandemic Enterprise, it's a quasi-private /government enterprise, that's been set up in 2013 that involves 10

heads of federal agencies. It's called Panci (correct?), the abbreviation. And so, 10 heads of federal agencies, including

Department of Defense, HHS, FDA, NIH, Department of Agriculture, Energy, Veterans Affairs. So all of them get together and

secretly discuss these kinds of countermeasures. Very secretly.
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* Sasha: So all of them (federal agencies, ) get together and secretly discuss these kinds of countermeasures. Very secretly. So

there is their memorandum of understanding, based on FDA's website. And most of it - 90% of it - deals with how we're going to

keep everything secret between each other. All the conIdentiality disclosures. How we're going to communicate about this. So

we have this Cabal form, with a lot of secrecy and a lot of procedures to maintain secrecy, about pandemic responses in 2013. *

Morris: It's almost like they knew this was coming. I mean, we talk about conspiracy theories on this show, and it's all true.

I mean, this is unbelievable. There it is: all in 2013, it's all laid out. * Sasha: It's laid out. How they're going to keep everything

secret, and I wonder why? What's supposed to be a health event is so secret from the public. So how is this even .... so then

they're treating it as war, then again telling us: it's health. So here we go. So they're covering up military activity with this

representation of Health event and responds to a health threat. So that's where people are not informed right away, and being

deceived.

And then because they've invoked these set of laws, and they're using countermeasures, not even vaccines. So countermeasures

are not pharmaceutical products. Countermeasures it's all different category. * Morris: So to be clear... then it's not technically a

vaccine. Right? * Sasha: It's not, it's just a counter measure. And speciIcally Department of Defense ordered them from private

manufacturers as prototypes. So people were never told: "Oh, come over, get injected with countermeasure prototype, were they?
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* Morris: No! And they weren't told that right, because as you pointed out: they were not on a need to know basis, right? So they

didn't have to have informed informed consent .. So here's a prototype we're going to inject you with. Just like the 13 year old girl,

we featured at the beginning here and talked about. Would her family have allowed that, if they knew that this was just a

prototype? * Sasha: Absolutely not. People were told: All these vaccines are safe and effective. It has been tested vigorously. By

the way: no testing of safety have been done. They have not done any animal trials. They have not completed any animal trials,

not even started them, before they started mass injecting people in human trials.

And that's a complete violation of all regulations, everywhere in the world, including FDA. And again nobody was told that. Tthey

said: oh it's been tested, it's been in development. We've done clinical pre-clinical trials and they've done none they just went

straight into people and injecting this girl, who is now paralyzed, as far as I understand. * Morris: Well, you know, from being an

executive of a pharmaceutical contract research organization and studying these contracts extensively, that they are completely

shielded, they have immunity here.

Basically no liability for PIzer, Moderna, any of these companies. Right? They're totally protected. Iis that what the documents

show you? * Sasha: Yes. In the DOD contracts that I've reviewed, there's a separate clause. That's a Prep Act clause, in all of

them. And it says that under Prep Act, you're covered. And you're a personal covered entity. And in fact everyone along the supply

chain. So not just the manufacturers but all of their suppliers or material suppliers. The delivery people. The pharmacy or

Hospital, whoever injects these products. They're all considered HHS employees, regardless where they work.
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* Sasha: They're all considered HHS employees, government employees for the purposes of this exercise. And the product this

countermeasure prototype military by a Warfare agent is owned by the Department of Defense throughout this process, until it

gets injected into the person. Nobody takes possession of it. So that's how they completely protect themselves from any liability.

Now doesn't mean that people shouldn't go after everyone, including the vaccinators. And those will be thrown under the bus

Irst, obviously because they're little people. But everyone should go after the vaccinators who did not provide informed consent.

To go after the manufacturers, to go after the hospitals. And I encourage everyone to do that, because this is important * Morris:

Yeah, I mean we've have so many of our viewers, and you can let us know in the chat right now, as you're watching our show.

We've had so many of our viewers tens of thousands of our viewers tell us on a regular basis; either someone close to them... I

mean, last night we had a mother tell us that of her Ive children, one of them has died. I mean, that we have this every night on

our show, stories of this on our show, it's unbelievable. I'll get you out of here on this question: Which is about the future ?

So they planned this in 2013 as if they already knew this was coming. But it sounds like from my reading of this they're already

planning the next one. * Sasha: Oh, yeah. Yeah. They're they're running the script. So the next important thing that they want to

do is to give up our sovereignty to WHO, under the international Health regulations. Meaning, that WHO now can announce

pandemic whenever they feel like it. Which they did with this one anyway. It was only 40 cases worldwide and they decided it's a

global pandemic, which is ridiculous.
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* Sasha: But now they can announce a pandemic whenever they feel like it. Maybe there's a pandemic of trees. Maybe there is a

pandemic of goats. And they will come up and say: "Oh, it's a climate change pandemic." And everybody goes into lockdown and

our government and the Biden Administration speciIcally, want to give up our national sovereignty. So that whenever WHO

decides that: "this is a pandemic, we have to go in." And implement all of their ridiculous lockdown and murder protocols that

they (or crazy Bill Gates) dream up.

Right? So that's how it's going to be. And so, that would mean to write to our Congressional Representatives about and protest

and write to our state governments. The state governments need to say: "No, we're not going to give up our sovereignty. Federal

government cannot decide for us." And so that's what needs to happen, because within the next year, they're going to put this in

place. * Morris: Unbelievable, yeah. There's very little any of these countries can do.

Right? Now we've had Africa stand up to the WHO, thankfully. Member states in Africa were able to say: "No. We don't want this."

But I think it's going to be pushed through anyway, unfortunately. And we will be seating sovereignty to an unelected body that

will run the show on all of this. Sasha, thank you so much for your amazing research on this. We hope you'll come back on the

show. Thank you for your continued work. We really really appreciate you telling the story. * Sasha: Thank you very much.
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Interesantes referencias, Pete, si, una gran propaganda sostenida por muchos frentes que ante todo deIenden su status quo,

poltico, profesional y econmico. Gran parte de la informacin que proviene de Big Pharma son suIcientes, argumentos de venta y

propaganda que les gusta llamar "educacin de mdicos o pacientes", sitios web dirigidos a mdicos o cualquiera de las muchas

asociaciones comerciales profesionales (como AMA, AAP, APA , AAFP, etc. son sinceramente, ya menudo ciegamente,

pro-medicamentos, pro-vacunas y terapia anti-nutricional.

El marketing ha sido la estrategia mas utilizada para convencer a las masas, medicos y cientiIcos. Lo trgico es que muchos

mdicos y gobiernos locales, confan en una agencia que obtiene el 50 por ciento de su presupuesto de la industria farmacutica En

Icho marketing tenemos el “Proyecto Mercury” donde la Fundacin Rockefeller quiere que los cientIcos del comportamiento

presenten narraciones ms convincentes de COVID Vaxxes. Este proyecto est formado un colectivo de cientIcos del

comportamiento formado por el Consejo de Investigacin de Ciencias Sociales (SSRC), que recibe una Inanciacin considerable

de organizaciones y gobiernos globalistas y se desarrollar en varias naciones y regiones y estudiarn el rechazo a la vacuna y la

"desinformacin".

Las intenciones fundamentales parecen necesitar en utilizar elementos de la psicologa del comportamiento y la psicologa de

masas para comprender la resistencia global a los recientes esfuerzos de cumplimiento de la covid.

www.globalresearch.ca/rockefeller-foundation-wants-behavioral-scientis..
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As Dr. Mercola reported, we have in this propaganda the control of Fauci, in collusion with that of Bill Gates, who has turned most

of the world's scientiIc research into nothing more than pharmaceutical propaganda. Mercola said, “Fauci shares drug patents

with universities, sells them to drug companies, splits the patents with them, and guides those drugs through the FDA approval

process, which he also controls; once passed, Fauci himself often beneIts."

rumble.com/v24jmfk-how-victorias-secrets-push-to-become-woke-made-it-a..  To review the most recent key legislation, we

have the analysis that Katherine Watt has extensively researched and published on her Substack, which is called Bailiwick News.

It is an encyclopedia of legal references, meticulously researched for years, describing how the structure was established and

what it entails. 1) Emergency Use Authorization Act, which was put in place in 1997, during the Clinton administration and this

legislation removes the FDA's "safety and eecacy" regulations. 2) The PREP Act and was amended shortly before this global

pandemic and "Public Health Emergency" when it was announced in the US and speciIcally, it completely exempts anyone

participating in this program, in this bioterrorism program from any liability for lawsuits, for injuries.

and therefore caused by these actions. The most important part of the emergency use authorization countermeasures law is 21

USC 360 bbb-3(k), under which the use of US-covered medical countermeasures (MCM) products, once designated as such by

the Secretary of Health and Human Services "shall not be considered to constitute clinical research." In other words, these

US-covered vaccines are NOT pharmaceuticals. forbiddenknowledgetv.net/legal-framework-for-tyranny-with-katherine-wa..

 (2022) forbiddenknowledgetv.net/us-laws-all-secretly-changed-to-enable-mass-g..
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Hi Pete, hopefully you also realize that this DoD plan was put into action in 2012, when there was great concerns about

responding quickly to threats. Sasha points out several problems including no one in healthcare Ield was on the board of the

National Security Council in charge of drafting this preparedness response (behind closed doors). Another was intense secrecy

surrounding this 2012 planning process. No vendor or US govt oecial was at liberty to discuss this, and certainly not with the

general public. The planning was based on a military threat and response: the military ordered the "counter-measures", took

ownership and delivered these to point of use.

This is why HHS has had a minor role to play. Apparently this plan included no requirements for human safety trials, informed

consent or any other approvals, which is why Sasha has said in earlier interviews that the CDC and FDA have been playing a role

as in a theater performance, but not actually approving anything. All this for an illness with better recovery rate than the seasonal

_u? Apparently these shots should be referred to as "counter-measures" not vaccns.
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- - cont'd. But the worst may be coming yet! Last Thursday, Del BigTree interviewed Michael Yon, a former Green Beret turned

investigative reporter with a theory he found relating to a triangle of pandemic, famine and war. Here's a link and start at about 1

hr into the program: EPISODE 301: PANDEMICOLOGY - https://thehighwire.com/watch/  - - anyone living in the EU or UK for sure

will want to watch this interview...
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Thanks Rose and Gui. Gui I love it when you write Spanish, kind of sexy, but this can be because I had a relation for a long time

with a Colombian women from Madrid. Yes, Rose, you have understood the essence of the video very well, it was a military

operation, a deep state control by top players, lower personal had no glue, they were manipulated. And this was not in the movie,

but my own understanding, this operation was done together with other NATO Countries. Just like it happened in the Ukraine War,

it is organised and with large scale propaganda. In the past we heve seen laws adapted, restrictions relaxed for companies

beneIts, because of in_uence of lobbyists and Party donations (corruptions) We saw that under Bill Clinton Inancial restrictions

disappeared, which led to the mortgage fraud and collapse of Inancial system in 2008, the banks were bailed out with taxmoney,

nobody went to jail, Bank CEO's and managers proIted.

We see that Covid vaccines , big pharma proIts from fraud but are protected, and again taxpayers are victims, they pay the bill or

even died. The same we see in Ukraine, the Military Industrial Complex proIts, they sell hundreds of billions for this war, and

Ukraine people die for those proIts, their country destroyed, and US taxpayers pay the bill, just like in Iraq.

Former Ukraine Poroshenko said the 2014 Minsk peace agreement he signed, was only done to gain time for Ukraine to get

weapons and to prepare to continue the con_ict with weapons. Recently Merkel said the same in a big German newspaper WELT,

but very quick this interview disappeared from internet. * * * Here is another cover-up revealed about your toxic drinking water: A

Top HHS Oecial Blocked Release of Long-Delayed Fluoride Toxicity Review, Internal Emails Reveal

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/_uoride-toxicity-drinking-water/
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Early on I was told by a former military intel operative that he saw the written plan for this over 40 years ago. It sickened him to

see it now being rolled out.
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Thanks for the transcript Pete. Plenty of "Covid skeptics" have a hard time wrapping their head around the fact that "Covid-19"

has never been a "health event" and there is no unique viral pathogen- this is a long planned out military/intelligence/Inance

operation that was necessitated by the Inancial collapse of 2019 and the ongoing vicious trade war between the West and the

BRICS alliance. As the “War on Terror” illustrated, these deep events are constructed to exploit as many different lines of

acquisition as possible. With the “Covid Pandemic” replacing the phony “War on Terror” yet another revamped “worldwide crisis”

miraculously morphs into a ruling class multi-purpose golden opportunity.

While the immediate necessity was to staunch the bleeding of the global Inancial system many other purposes were and are to

be served by this multifaceted operation. None of this is accidental. All of this is hidden in plain sight, planned and executed as

evidenced in multiple tabletop exercises such as “Event 201” and delineated in numerous documents such as “The 2030 Agenda

for Sustainable Development.” The Covid Operation itself covers many objectives: Pre-emption of and disguising the reasons for

the aforementioned economic implosion; Acceleration of the largest upwards transfer of wealth in human history; JustiIcation

for and entrenchment of the Bio-Security State, including AI surveillance across multiple sectors of society; Empowering and

enriching the Security State’s counterpart the Big Tech Cartel via tracking apps, proliferating and normalizing social media and

communication platforms as “the middle man” in all walks of life.

off-guardian.org/2023/01/02/covid-19-a-global-Inancial-operation/
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Additional objectives: The creation of “The Pandemic” as a Inancial mechanism. Manufactured pandemics have become

mammoth investment opportunities that increase the wealth of billionaires and further consolidate their power; Expansion of the

public health industry itself into all walks of public and economic life. The public health industry is now directly tied to global

markets and Inancial conglomerates and has become one of the most critical Inancial instruments for investors; Creation of an

entirely new and lucrative Bio-Medical “health management” system in order to introduce and codify an entirely new Bio-Tech

medical model for the Pharmaceutical Industry with a focus on “revolutionary” uploadable mRNA “vaccines”; Expansion of and

normalizing the use of digital IDs, including vaccine passports, connecting these to a Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC); a

Universal Basic Income (UBI) scrip, allowing for the tracking of purchases; medical interventions, “lifestyle choices”, etc.

“nudging” us towards desired’ behaviors or shutting us out of the system altogether as they wish; A re-organisation, privatization

and reduction of public services under the pretense of making them “more nimble” for “public emergencies”; Conditioning the

public to perpetual “States of Emergency” preparing them for the implementation of “The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable

Development.” ...

What this manufactured crisis conveniently camou_ages is that we are in the midst of a planned total economic collapse- a

collapse which was inevitable. The timing of the COVID fraud became necessary as world markets were faced with an

emergency debt crisis in Fall of 2019 which popped up in formerly mostly liquid markets: Repo Markets, Money Markets and

Foreign Exchange Markets. off-guardian.org/2023/01/02/covid-19-a-global-Inancial-operation/
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My take is we may want to switch to calling these clot/kill shots "counter-measures" so it becomes clear we are at war with the

US DoD. And Pete, I was busy listening to what Michael Yon is predicting, based on his trips abroad and to the Darien Gap, where

refugee camps are being expanded to double the size, as despite Biden making a show of visiting the wall, massive MiGRATIONS

ARE WELL UNDERWAY reportedly now coming to the US from S America, Africa and Asian countries...
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Even if people were unaware of the shady "clinical trials", no long-term safety studies should have been a huge red _ag; a fact

that was unable to be hidden or corrupted and was available to everyone, but ignored by millions.
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But how many sheep have seen it or any other truth. They refuse to listen to anything not approved by Gates, Fauci, etc. Mercola

is a crack pot, liar, any who repeats his teaching is the same. It holds true for anyone speaking truth.
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Conrad Black called Covid, and the havoc it created, a "masterstroke" by the CCP.

Great News: The Healthy
Pets Website Is Now Bark
& Whiskers!
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N_caywoman
Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Okay, you're demonstrating your unconscious biases against China. Start with The New Atlas-Brian Berletic in an american.

China's "Century of Humiliation" & US-Chinese Tensions Today w/Carl Zha
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

N_caywoman - agree. Who are the puppet masters? Study the British Empire and the City of London (Bank of England was

founded in 1694). ......... "Throughout this deep dive into history (premised on research that will be revealed in his upcoming

book) Dirk sheds light on the truth of Deutschebank President Alfred Herrhausen’s 1989 murder in startling detail. This

presentation takes an audience through a century of history starting with the British efforts to destroy the Berlin-Baghdad railway

in the early 20th century as a parallel to the current drive for war against Russia and China.

This is followed by a zero-ing in on the takeover of US intelligence by the British during the 20th century and the CIA/MI6 use of

fascist stay behinds throughout the post-WWII period to nominally Ight the Soviets while in reality becoming a new clandestine

terrorist-controlling army deployed against the population itself. With this context set, Dirk then tells the tale of Alfred

Herrhausen’s vision for the post-Cold War era and what destroyed this momentum."

risingtidefoundation.net/2023/01/08/who-killed-alfred-herrhausen-in-19..
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SaritaSarah
Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bfr27915, exactly. The British started it. Other countries improved on it. The U.S. perfected it. But it’s starting to crumble,

thankfully.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a GLOBAL hit piece Roe, not just the CCP..
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One of the main reasons also to the success of this COVID narrative for the past 3 years is that most of the population is totally

ignorant as to how the body works or anything that has to do with biology. With knowledge comes power; power to discern lies from

fact. It amazes me how most of my friends and family have fallen for this garbage and continue to do so. I have noticed physical and

mental changes in most of them. They are not well and cannot think straight anymore.
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SaritaSarah
Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Catryna, yes indeed. My husband and I are doing everything we can to get off grocery store food entirely. Most of our friends and

family are too quite unwell. They don’t get the correlation between growing our own food and why we’re the only ones we know in

our age group who aren’t on meds.
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Catryna
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Add as Friend  Send Message

SaritaSarah Quite right. We grow a great deal of our own food and have our own chickens and turkeys for eggs. Neither my

husband and I are on any pharmaceutical meds. I suffer from Hashimotos, but have controlled it through diet along with Celiac

and IBS. I have had environmental allergies for over 50 years and use natural means to keep them successfully under control

without the use of OTC antihistamines. It's a much better way to live our lives without eating garbage and poisoning our bodies

with chemicals.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are children taught NOTHING in school any more? Biology was taught 9th grade onwards. I graduated HS in 1967 and got my

Bachelors in Electrical Engineering in 1974. I doubt kids/people today could even pass any of my high school classes. They don't

even know what SCIENCE is! (FYI - "Science" is a methodology to disprove a given hypothesis through robust peer review. It is

NEVER to prove a hypothesis).  Its NOT some "holy writ" Anyone who says that it is is simply preaching dogma, NOT science.
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SaritaSarah
Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Catryna, oh how I love reading this! I have RA, allergic rhinitis, asthma, IBS, anxiety and insomnia. I treat them all with plant

medicine. No OTC, no Rx drugs. We have chickens and ducks, as well as goats. We have 18 acres of fruit trees, veggies and

medicinal plants. I’m 56 and plan on hanging around awhile. You too?
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Think of the press as a great keyboard on which the government can play." ~ Dr. Joseph Goebbels (minister of Propaganda, N.S.D.A.P)

--- (he was speaking of keyboard as in a piano keyboard) "...The rank and Ile are usually much more primitive than we imagine.

Propaganda must therefore always be essentially simple and repetitious." ~ Dr. Joseph Goebbels "REPEAT the lie over and over, the

bigger the lie the more effective the propaganda...." - Dr. Joseph Goebbels.  As happens with all despotic regimes, Herr Dr. Goebbels

shot himself in the head in 1945, after shooting his wife Magda, after she POISONED her 6 children. --- ALL they did for covid was follow

the steps and the procedures developed by this monster - who curiously enough was a little short man with a Napoleon complex - much

like Tony "the Dwarf" Falsi. . --- Monsters beget monsters. God Bless.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The human mind has never been shown more mysterious than it has over the scamdemic timeframe for certain. The # of people who

are still under the hoax-belief is the alarming aspect. The choice not to use GOD given critical thought has been lost on far to many for

sure. The other side of the coin is accountability. There is none which feeds the ones with no critical thought a sense of false

justiIcation because after all, no one has been found in 3 years to have been complicit in what most all of us here have known are

crimes against humanity so it must be accurate
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Princessbush35yahoo.com
Joined On 1/9/2023 8:07:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People reviving the mask-wearing routine are a perfect example of captured minds blindly following the government lies and then

blaming those of us who won't when they get sick or when anything goes wrong. It is maddening and bizarre to anyone who has a

particle of critical-thinking ability!
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sal2846
Joined On 12/9/2017 10:05:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God bless you, Dr. Mercola. It is a blessing to have a wise and ethical leader such as you to learn from, and I am grateful. Know that you

are making a difference.
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Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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IMO - the "root cause." ........ "The aim of public education is not to spread enlightenment at all; it is simply to reduce as many individuals

as possible to the same safe level, to breed a standard citizenry, to put down dissent and originality." ~ H. L. Mencken ....... For context -

from the end of WW I until the Great Depression, Mencken reached an audience unmatched by any other political or cultural Igure in

American history. Today he is largely forgotten.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, BFR at the educational level that does not interfere with the intentions of the globalist elite. An education where humanity

faces an end by design towards the iron concentration of power and geoeconomic dictates was conceptualized for the Irst time,

under the deceitful cover of "sustainable development", which follows a tradition strengthened in the last decade. The 1%

conundrum: How a simple but _awed mathematical prediction by US Covid-19 experts sent the world into a panic and ordered

lockdowns. The article accused Dr. Fauci of having mixed up different death rates when he presented his evidence to Congress

on March 11.

Events representative of the controlled demolition of large sectors of the global economy allowed corporate capitalism, and the

great globalist elite to reap untold proIts from the destruction of collapsing businesses. All of this directed towards the

behavioral approaches that incorporate a line of thought that moves from the idea of an autonomous individual, who makes

rational free decisions, to a decision maker whose behavior is automatic and in_uenced by a devastating techno-fascism of

ideas. and principles.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I always thought it was ridiculous that I could shop at Home Depot, but not my neighborhood hardware store. It's funny where the

virus was hanging out.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Largely forgotten; but mostly "deleted" from history, by the controllers.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Banned from entering churches but people could by all the liquor and beer they could ever desire.
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lrg2000
Joined On 4/8/2012 8:08:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Millions trusted the government, and now the ones who still live will never do that again. Thank God, I did not trust them !
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Millions were duped! Hopefully they learned their lesson as we move forward because it is going to get WORSE! Most people

never learn. I still hear every day from people who caught the Fauci Flu in 2022, "I'm sure glad I got the jabs and the boosters..... I

really would have been sick with Covid had I not gotten vaccinated.....I might have DIED!" I'm like OMG! I want to explain to them

that these mRNA jabs are NOT VACCINES! I know it wouldn't do any good. The FDA can call anything a vaccine and people will

line up for it. It's like sheep coming to the dinner bell (sheeple). You can't Ix stupid!
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Irg2000 I witnessed most of my family and friends fall for this hoax and over a dozen have died from the shots. As soon as all the

BS of March 2020 rolled around, I knew something extraordinary was happening. I never believed any of it for a second, but then I

had already put my trust, decades ago, in those who have everything to lose by speaking truth, unlike those with big money and

power.
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Catryna, my husband and I haven’t lost anyone from the jab yet. We have seen them harmed, but not dead yet. I am so sorry. We

are bracing ourselves, however. We know it’s coming.
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None of this could have been possible without the orchestration that began over 50 years ago. Change how livestock are raised, feeding

mostly grain and little to no greens. Change how food is grown: shorter yields, more gluten, plus adding chemical fertilizers, pesticides

and herbicides. Create Big Pharma drugs for conditions that don’t yet exist like type 2, autism, ADD, high cholesterol and hypertension.

And because the food is grown so messed up, folks went from slender and healthy to obese and chronically unhealthy. Somehow inject

autoimmune disorders into vaccines All while wiping out common knowledge of plant medicine It was necessary to lay the groundwork,

getting Americans and eventually the world to trust and be at these mother puckers’ mercy. If this doesn’t qualify for pre-meditated

murder, I don’t know what does.
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Don't forget lowering iq's by adding _uoride to the water supply.
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Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

cat86887, excellent point! Sugar to create Alzheimer’s as well. It’s so deep!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2023 6:20:32 AM

) Like  * Dislike

 

bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I encourage people to conduct a simple research project, with their own eyes and feet. Walk into a grocery story. Walk down the

aisles and ask yourself, "How much of this crap is "real" food?" "Cui Bono" (for whose beneIt)?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2023 7:04:42 AM
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SaritaSarah
Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bfr27915, yes! So little of it is real food. My husband and I have an organic farm. As long as we’ve lived here (14 years, so not

long), we’ve been telling people precisely why they need to grow their own food. Only three have paid attention. One uses

pesticides and RoundUp, so let’s bring that back down to two.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2023 7:14:49 AM
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SaritaSarah This has been going on far longer than 50 years. It goes hand in hand with Rockefeller over 100 years ago.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2023 7:26:17 AM
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SaritaSarah
Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Catryna, you’re so right. The Ix has been in a long time. I was just referring to the attack on food and health. Intentions to

deceive and destroy humanity go back thousands of years. I was just referring to how it’s manifested with food and health.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2023 7:28:51 AM
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Labels must be read when grocery shopping. I wanted to purchase some hummus, but when I read the label there were multiple

chemical preservatives used. I went home I made my own hummus. Also know that if beef is labeled "Grass-fed", that just means

that the animal was fed grass for at least 80% of it's life. That describes most beef, cattle are pastured until they reach a certain

size, then sent to feedlots where they are Inished on corn, that's when all the damage is done. You need to Ind out if the cattle

are 100% grass fed. Eggs are advertised as "Vegetarian-fed" as if that's a good thing. Chickens are omnivores, not vegetarians,

and Vegetarian-fed just means that they came from a CAFO where they were fed corn. We do not live in the Information Age, we

live in the Marketing age where literally anything can be given a positive spin, even "Covid Vaccinations" that do more harm than

good.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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Catryna - 1911 - The Fascinating History of Crisco, the Famous Tub of 'Lard' ~ www.livescience.com/history-of-crisco.html
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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Beef needs to be "grass Inished".
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N_caywoman
Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM
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I was _abbergasted when millions rushed to get vaccinated, not once, not two times, but boosted as well. They stayed in long lines, they

fought who gets a priority....madness. Never ever did I even consider to get the jabs. No one in my family, but ONE peson got the jabs. I

convinced few not to rush, some already had covid therefore "vaccination" seemed unnecessary....only 2 in my family did consciously

reject the jabs from the start...
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM
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They started injecting everyone even before the "oecial trials" were complete. I couldn't understand why people didn't see the

folly of putting this untested product in their bodies. Opioids had years of testing and look at the disaster that is. I kept telling

people it needed to be tested longer. The more that came to light, the more I was against it. I have a friend with three

autoimmune diseases who got the shots as soon as she could and tried to be Irst in line to get the booster. Fortunately, she

hasn't had Covid, but she thinks it's because of the 'vaccine', not that she's been so careful to keep away from everybody.
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midimaniac
Joined On 11/13/2022 2:19:58 AM
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I hear ya. No jabs foe me either. Like God didn't make us good enough and we need a drug made by pharma to keep us well?

Yeah, right.
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Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM
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Because at least half the population has been entrained to regard charts, graphs and data as per se scientiIc “proof.”  Because at least

half the population has been entrained to regard the words of “experts” as having the authority of evidence.  Because while love and

truth unite, hatred and lies divide.  Here are seven (7) reasons why all this happened and why we’re so divided. Why we cannot talk

anymore And why we cannot simply “move beyond this.”  open.substack.com/pub/mistermicawber/p/why-the-empty-places-at-the-chr..
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM
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It seems clear to me that the propaganda and censorship are still with us. Perhaps the volume of propaganda has reduced somewhat,

but not the censorship. I believe it all started with Trump Derangement Syndrome in 2016 when the degenerate and evil "elites"

worldwide began to panic that they were losing their grip. The global criminal enterprises like NATO, UN, WHO and the WEF conspired

together with Deep State operatives Worldwide and the strange result was that governments across the Globe with only a few

exceptions acted in lockstep and the _u-like pathogen was released as the excuse to launch their campaign of death, destruction and

terror against the masses.

They have not Inished yet, and even though Trump was politically castrated, the true reason for their campaign remains as speculation.

Perhaps some upcoming periodic natural disaster is imminent, hence several billionaire's otherwise unfathomable construction

projects to create underground and intra-mountain refuges/shelters can give us a clue.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are going into Biden's 3rd year and the MSM still can't have a single news-hour without mentioning TRUMP! Trump

Derangement Disorder should be an FDA approved diagnosis. These people, like the Joey Reid's of the world, need serious

psychological help. They really see Trump as the enemy. This is straight up Public School brainwashing! People with IQ's as low

as Joey's can never break out of that psyops (psychological operations/brainwashing).
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Add as Friend  Send Message

As Jim Acosta from the Commie News Network said , they were told to go after the Orange man because there's great ratings to

be had...Hence why they are STILL going after him trying to dig up any dirt they can Ind..Tough shieete to Ill 24 hours of what

they call "news" today!
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Maybe they're building bunkers to protect themselves from the general public in case the public Inally opens their eyes and see

what's been going on.
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skupe59
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Too many people didn't really pay attention to the AIDS situation while it was going on and Fraudci's part in this and also "forgot" the old

adage that a leopard never changes its spots and that he always lies and rarely gets caught. Most people don't research either.

Unfortunately, BG remembered. If there was humanity in the world, none of the globalists would be allowed to set a toenail in

government.
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Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM
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Remember AZT and GSK - the answer to AIDS/HIV? Not only useless, but made things worse for those a�icted.
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Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM
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skupe59, funny you should bring this up. I have a good friend whose brother died of AIDS back in the late 80s. The hate she

harbored for Fauci and the horrible things she used to say about him were all forgotten when Covid started. She’s double

boosted! I just shake my head.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM
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skupe59 Also, people seem to forget the shameful 1976/77 garbage surrounding the Swine Flu and how the shot was fast

tracked with people dying or maimed from that shot. That program was shut down after 10 weeks because of the damage it was

causing and the general outcry from people who were able to put 2 + 2 together. Then along comes 2009, again with the Swine

Flu, and the decision to inoculate pregnant women for the Irst time in history. The end result was miscarriages. These days most

people can't compute or even understand cause and effect. We are living in a world of mental defectives.
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Catryna, I was only 10 when the swine _u was introduced to us. Thankfully I don’t recall my parents talking about the _u shot.

When I was older and making my own way, they advised me never to get it. I never did. I’ve still only had the _u two to three times

in my life.
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Joined On 1/26/2021 6:40:02 AM
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A brilliant and much needed counterbalance and even 'corrective' to the theses - mass formation and mass formation psychosis put

forward by Professor Matias Desmet and promoted by Professor Desmet and Dr. Robert Malone.
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Dordee
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Most refuse to believe government does not lie, media does not lie and then when they Ind out they do lie, are to embarresd to admit it.

So they continue to accept the lies and spread them till the day they die or someone they love dies. Then it is too late to admit the truth,

damage has been done.
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Joined On 1/3/2016 10:10:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The same incessant propaganda convinced millions of people that Trump was elected only because of "Russian meddling," that that

January 6th was an "insurrection" and that the Ukraine misadventure is a Ight for "Freedom and Democracy." The lies are so absurd that

people think they're true!
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paul1149
Joined On 11/27/2022 10:48:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A virus is the perfect enemy, because we are reliant on experts to tell us what is happening. And when you censor all divergent voices,

you control what the public believes is happening. And suppressing inexpensive early treatment options made the pandemic far worse

than it would have been. The response was a fraudulent crime against humanity. As was Fauci & Co. joining hands with the Chinese

Communists to develop the virus.
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otis101
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Nothing new here. In 1956/57 Joost Meerloo wrote "Rape of the Mind: The Psychology of Thought Control, Menticide, and

Brainwashing". www.amazon.com/Rape-Mind-Psychology-Menticide-Brainwashing-ebook/dp/B0..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Hi Otis, thanks for your link. It was recommended reading in the latest Del BigTree interview with Michael Yon, as linked under

Pete Smith''s comments.
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mahagerm
Joined On 3/1/2012 5:03:43 PM
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Probably the most comprehensive and dead-on truthful article I’ve read these past three years!! You are truly amazing Dr. Mercola -

thank you!!
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kayasred
Joined On 1/15/2008 10:39:37 PM
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Seems more democrats fall for propaganda.  NO ?
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Ambassador777
Joined On 12/22/2011 6:34:55 AM
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On Day 1 of the plandemic, (in January 2020), I was told, "Don't publish," (a solution). "Why," I asked rather confused. "There's an Agenda.

They don't want a solution," a colleague told me. All this time, I've been noting: who, what, when, where, and why. The article reinforces

every one of the questions. "Now," I say, "Prove my conspiracy theory wrong."
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM
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The cancer of evil has infected every aspect of our society. Since nine one one, its spiraled out of control. People are way too busy with

their technology toys to pay much attention. Don't take the toy away from the kid if they are quiet. Don't make him go outside to see the

real world and play. This is what its all about. Plus _ooding our country with illegals who are going to take it down further. As they are

very unaware of what they just stepped into, with promises of "free stuff", and etc. They are in the spider's web now. Much like a

psychotic murderer, they don't care what they do to whom and how grotesque they get, they'll slay anyone until their end. It will come,

but at a huge price for the rest of us.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Control the media; control the people. And there are so many who fall for anything. You really don't need the media or propaganda.
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Joined On 1/5/2008 9:34:04 PM
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How do you cook a frog. Start with a less than tepid pot of water and very slowly raise the temperature. The frog doesn't feel the

change, and before long it's cooked. The powers-that-be have overplayed their hand. Some saw the deception early, the rest, not at all.

Trust has now been violated and lost for years to come. More people will now disregard the cries of danger from the experts.

Unfortunately, no one will be punished for the transgressions, and once again, many years from now, the masses will be easily violated.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Bottom Line, if you see/hear it on the news it has a 99% chance of being propaganda! For instance, all we have heard for 7 straight

years is Trump Trump TRUMP and he's still a free man, but at least 2 of his adversaries involved in the "Russia Collusion" investigation

are in prison. When is the master mind of the Russia Collusion (Killary Klinton) Investigation going to prison?
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Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM
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I can only thank my lucky stars that i did not fall for the early propaganda or it was my lifelong fear of needles that helped keep me away

from any jabbing station now i realise the bigger picture and have no doubt as to the strategies that are being played by the people or

institutions we once trusted it has now become clear to me that these institutions need to be replaced by a much more benevolent

administrative body with humanities good intrests at heart, the time has come for a truly globel revoloution.
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Ningnuts
Joined On 4/18/2020 5:58:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is easier to fool the masses than convince them they've been fooled.Exposing the lie is like pulling teeth without anaesthetic.It hurts.
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A mindless acceptance of the Germ Theory is the basis of belief in everything else.
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We are living through the biggest worldwide organized crime since WW2. The scale of the deception is too large for even many who

consider themselves “in the know” to accept or comprehend and remain trapped in some version of the “Covid” merry-go-round. Others

are still asleep or traumatized as the social fabric is being smashed to pieces as the world around them is being completely

transformed. The Inancial elites know that they have run up massive unpayable debts and deIcits. They know the promises of

pensions and beneIts cannot be paid. They know the system has reached its Waterloo and social unrest is inevitable.

They know they must act rapidly and comprehensively to subvert this inevitable collapse in order to protect the Inancial Leviathan

which underpins their capacity to maintain power and control. Put simply, Covid-19 was not a widespread medical emergency, it was a

money laundering scheme, a massive psychological operation and a smoke screen for a complete overhaul and restructuring of the

current social and economic world order. ... off-guardian.org/2023/01/02/covid-19-a-global-Inancial-operation/
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Recall the U.S. government shut down for 30 days over the disagreement to spend about 12 billion dollars. Now they _ush

TRILLIONS down the toilet without any debate.
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Please don't forget that the third reich was to last 1000 years. The perps simply bided their time in 1945 and went "underground"

for a while. To the Nahzees - the Reich is still young. The German people suffered, those that created the NSDAP never really did.

Due to Operation Paperclip (OSS which became the CIA) and the Vatican Rat Line - the worst of the worst nahzees not only got

out, but were given new citizenship (some US), new names and new identities, and carried on their evil. The "Globalist regime" is

just a new name for the NSDAP.

Nahzees have ALWAYS been globalists - nothing is new. Martin Bormann - who was the real brains of the outIt - very likely got

out, and set up shop in Argentina and was protected by the OSS/CIA). sHitler was effectively a drugged out Igure head -

BORMANN really ran the show. His "death" was very likely staged. Bormann had already started to massively spread nahzee

money in corporations (including Bayer Pharmaceuticals) -- So to dirty Nahzees - the third reich is still young. Its really what it

has always been- a massive money - power conspiracy cartel operation.
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You can fool all the people some of the time, but you can't fool all the people all the time. -Abraham Lincoln  What a fool believes he

sees, no wise man has the power to reason away. -Doobie Brothers   Proverbs 26:4-5 Answer not a fool according to his folly, Lest thou

also be like unto him. Answer a fool according to his folly, Lest he be wise in his own conceit. -KJV    https://www.infoolmation.com
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Here you go: --- www.youtube.com/watch
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THEY have no power and they know it. bestnewshere.com/3-minutes-ago-insider-reveals-terrifying-information-..
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I have to say for me personally, from DAY ONE I never fell for the fear mongering and propaganda; I did not know exactly what their

motivation was at the time, I admit, however, I knew right off the git go that the two weeks BS to _atten the curve was BOGUS; when the

shots were being talked about and pushed it NEVER was even a consideration to subject myself to their poison.....
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critical thought FTW. For me it was the pattern of proIt base behaviour, the new technology, I have never needed vaccines, and I

wasnt afraid of covid. As to vaccine damage, this study woke me up about what was coming, and boy, did these brainiacs ever

nail it.in early 2021.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------- . ````We then review both components of and the intended biological response to these vaccines, including

production of the spike protein itself, and their potential relationship to a wide range of both acute and long-term induced

pathologies, such as blood disorders, neurodegenerative diseases and autoimmune diseases.

Among these potential induced pathologies, we discuss the relevance of prion-protein-related amino acid sequences within the

spike protein. We also present a brief review of studies supporting the potential for spike protein “shedding”, transmission of the

protein from a vaccinated to an unvaccinated person, resulting in symptoms induced in the latter. We Inish by addressing a

common point of debate, namely, whether or not these vaccines could modify the DNA of those receiving the vaccination. While

there are no studies demonstrating deInitively that this is happening, we provide a plausible scenario````

dpbh.nv.gov/uploadedFiles/dpbhnvgov/content/Boards/BOH/Meetings/2021/S..
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Propaganda is a attempt (sadly often successful) to alter the PERCEPTION of reality. I remember a comment from UK stating that the

pandemic is just a IQ test. This explains a lot why the young children are easy to scare by boggy man and goblins. Also sadly there are

some people with medical licenses who are afraid of in_uenza virus just by the grace of name change to Covid, epidemic to pandemic

and poison jabs to vaccine. Why is there so diecult to connect the dots that social distancing can depopulate the planet? How, you may

ask? If your parents would have practice social distancing, you wouldn't be here.
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They are afraid to lose their ability to pay the mortgage and send their kid to Harvard. While they think to themselves, ``If i had to

take it, so do you
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I believe coercive threats of loss of people's income (like "get the jab or lose your job") are blackmail. I mean criminal blackmail. I would

like to see lawsuits for blackmail.
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jail;, not lawsuits.
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The rapid ability of the cabal trying (and succeeding thus far) to shut down a world as quickly as they did should give us, the critical

thinkers, great cause for concern. Jordan Peterson may have been proclaiming “the death of the media” is not the story but what has

replaced and replacing it is. The media is still alive and powerful even in it’s decline, however, when you see what is replacing it, FB,

Twitter, And other types of “news”, the future of the truth of world events actually reaching the ears and eyes of the world is not

promising. Conservative outlets do not have same playing Ield as the rest of the liberal media. Until the censorship of the truth breaks

through to see the light of day, the next Gates/WEF/Phama plandemic will still likely shut the world down again and even more likely kill

a lot more people, most likely the children.
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I have been since childhood and today remain the kid in town, who proclaims that the emperor-king is naked. If what you see, hear, and

think makes sense, then it is most likely true. Conversely, if it doesn't make sense, then it is most likely false. Learn to trust your

intuition. Error on the side of safety.
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A study should be done of those of us who never believed the lies to begin with and why we didn't believe them and if it could be applied

to those who did believe them.
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May be duplicating other's posts here, as I haven't read through this thread. Nor do I consider myself highly "read up" on the issue but

have been paying attention since more-or-less the beginning of the madness. This interview linked below seems to me the best bird's

eye view of what the actual Covid operation involves and is IMO a must for understanding what has been and continues to be going on

since the world went seemingly insane. Sasha Latypova and Katherine Watt are by now familiar to many here, but their work needs to be

known far and wide. Especially now that they have teamed up together to form a dynamite force for discovering and revealing how our

world is in the process of destroyed by psychopathic criminals. Highly recommend subbing to their individual Substacks, perhaps

Sasha's if you want to start with just one. Don't miss this interview:

rumble.com/v24fn7i-livestream-1230pm-est-the-globalists-in-plain-sight..
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"Especially now that they have teamed up together to form a dynamite force for discovering and revealing how our world is in the

process of destroyed by psychopathic criminals." AND their minions. Take out their minions, and the psychopathic criminals

become nothing. Kings are no longer kings without a kingdom.
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I certainly agree that the covid virus probably has dubious origins, and the vaccine is not really a vaccine, but you seem to consistently

dismiss the number of people who have died during the epidemic. I keep thinking of all the portable morgues set up in NYC, and here in

northern AZ, many native Americans have died from it. It involves comorbidities, for sure, but regardless, there was a lot of dearh

associated w covid in the Statss. It bothers me greatly that you seem to dismiss this.
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Dr. Mercola — you rock! What a profoundly great article that I will share far and wide. My Hawaiian friends will say, “Bro—you da best!”

 As more and more and more truths are revealed, I think of the expressions, “The proof is in the pudding,” and, “Time will tell”.

Unfortunately the profound, sad reality, is that so many have lost lives from this propaganda virus.  Dr. Mercola, your articles, and the

comments and links provided by your readers have given me over the last three years inspiration to dig deeper into history and learn

about the nefarious agendas behind “events” that many of us have lived through in our lifetime and were convinced (at the time) were

truthful and real in the context that they were presented to us. I hope and pray that the year 2023 will be an eye opener for many as truth

is revealed and truth is received. Heartfelt thanks to you Dr. Mercola, and to the readers here — friends — who are helping to spread

awareness and truth!
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Lying is ubiquitous, but successful people develop instincts for spotting them based on knowledge of the situational background, and

knowledge of the subtle clues of body language. Those who are ignorant are easily misled. Those who purposely seek to manipulate

others naturally attack those who recognize their fraud. This episode was enabled by the progressive deterioration of the informed

public that the American founders recognized as a fundamental requirement for a functional republic. The failures of the education

system to teach skills that matter are the direct but insidious cause of this disaster.

It isn't really the fault of the propagandists -- it's our fault for allowing it. The long term solution is to reform the education system. But it

took several generations to get us here, and will take several generations to correct it. Meanwhile, success will come from adopting the

same methods as the tyrants, and using our own propaganda tactics to convince the ignorant public to ignore the tyrants. The

persistent efforts by civilized academics to use logical persuasion cannot work on a miseducated public. That's why we continue to

lose.
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To me it seems that the alleged "educated" class that reads the New York Times are the most likely to believe this propaganda.

They continue to promote it and defend it. I have alot of relatives in this category. The "regular" people I know have more

common sense and, though they may have complied at Irst, are now more likely to question because they can see how it hurt us

all in so many ways....
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Chaos can only be cleaned up and human life made orderly once again - by massive worldwide disaster and destruction. As will

happen, you can count on it.
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You can point Ingers all you want, but the television and Ilm industries have been backed by Inancial operatives such as J P Morgan,

George Soros, the Carnegie Foundation, and on and on. This has been the advertising operative for over 80 years. Civilians who are

ignorant enough to support televised merchandising of the their souls, deserve the Ilth, diseases, and mental deIciencies they

presently support and enjoy.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2023 10:48:16 AM
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Lou321
Joined On 8/18/2022 5:05:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So many adverse effects and governments still pushing the poison.....and worse, sheep still accepting the concocotion.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2023 10:23:52 AM
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Heart_jewel
Joined On 11/25/2022 10:14:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How did I see the lies?  I'll quote Almond, "It is diecult to be different and stand alone."  My mother was a malignant narcissist who lied.

Most or all of the family were unable to question her. Eventually I was stripped of my membership in the family. Years of propaganda

against me destroyed my relationships with my daughters, a great loss. This is how I learned to recognize lies, manipulation, and insane

control.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2023 9:23:54 AM

) Like  * Dislike

 

RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The same thing happened in Germany in 1933.  Be strong.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2023 9:31:58 AM
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mwr9328
Joined On 9/1/2017 7:20:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to newsletter this article is supposed to be about reasons for grey hair. A ruse to get me to read more Covid 19 propaganda?

Happens a lot . Misinformation.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2023 9:17:32 AM
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chiwiz
Joined On 3/2/2011 4:01:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree that the vaccines don't work. What you or no one else has explained to me yet is WHY 'they' would use the virus to control us.

What's the point? Until you can answer that question in a rational way I will continue to believe that the efforts to Ight COVID were

honest though ineffective. Good people were trying to keep other people from dying. They may or may not have had proIt as an

underlying motive, but that's no different from you Doc. You make lots of money from your website and there's nothing wrong with that.

Also, FYI, classical rhetoric ALSO persuades with Ethos and Pathos (Not just logic 'Logos'). Credibility and appeals to the emotions.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2023 8:31:03 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The unaware foot soldiers may have had noble intentions. However, you have been enslaved and controlled as a bond servant to

the tune of $630,000 via your CERTIFICATE OF LIVE BIRTH. That is a fact not a "conspiracy theory". Go ahead and comply. You'll

Ind out what the agenda is. And much of too late.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/9/2023 8:44:04 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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They are not using the "virus". They're using the THREAT of a virus - and as many "variants" as they can come up with!
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David_W_Johnson
Joined On 1/5/2008 9:34:04 PM
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There is no such condition as partial trust, you either do or don't. There is a fox in the hen house disguised as a hen, and now all

hens are suspect until the fox is revealed. Person(s), separate or together, took a chance, and the chance failed. So, until the

failure(s) are found, everyone and everything must be suspect. There is no other way to Ind the truth. One must also remember,

in a sea of masses, fear trumps everything.
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Brocephus
Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM
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CHIWIZ I’ve copied and pasted in parentheses below one of 10 proposed amendments to IHR . #6 -(Institute a system of global

health certiIcates in digital or paper format, including test certiIcates, vaccine certiIcates, prophylaxis certiIcates, recovery

certiIcates, passenger locator forms and a traveller’s health declaration. (Articles 18, 23, 24, 27, 28, 31, 35, 36 and 44 and

Annexes 6, 7 and 8) )This is #6 on a list proposed by the WHO of amendments to International Health Regulations which in my

opinion will be used to implement the Biosecurity State oft spoken of by James Corbett of Corbettreport.com I will attach a link

to a website which is trying to educate people and muster resistance to WHO and the IHR.

open.substack.com/pub/jamesroguski/p/alternative-media?r=pllrh&utm..  #5 Give the WHO the authority to require medical

examinations, proof of prophylaxis, proof of vaccine and to implement contact tracing, quarantine and TREATMENT. (Article 18).

So basically if this is ratiIed it’s intended result would be to subordinate all nations under the control of the WHO. During the

recent G20 summit, all of these IHR were agreed upon by many nations see the Whitehouses own website for its acceptance of

these measures.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Yes, the WHO information needs to be passed around far and wide, so many more are aware of their intended takeover of

national soverignty, so they can call a plandemic whenever they want, with every nation falling in line and dancing to their

massively distorted tune. This means the GATES FOUNDATION, the CCP AND THE UN will be controlling every nation on earth!
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ZTFZTF
Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM
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chiwiz: I don't believe it's all about $$ but rather about controlling the populace, though also feel that in order to even consider

going down that rabbit hole one must Irst allow oneself to be open to the notion that evil exists and at a much deeper level than

one (raised by ethical elders) would normally consider. Those in power don't care about the consequences for the rest of us so

long as they get their Ix of power/control over others (like most addictions there is an element of self-destruction involved).

Especially be skeptical of the unelected bureaucrats who almost never face accountability for their actions. Martin Armstrong

(armstrongeconomics.org) and Catherine Austin Fitts (Solari.com) speak to the fact that this is also a useful ploy to cover up the

exploding Iscal crisis (currently the worst in European countries).

RFK, Jr., speaks eloquently on the subject and has stated that his father always told the children something to the effect of not

blindly trusting those in power. I agree that some who assisted are 'good' people who simply bought into the narrative. Maybe I

would have believed it at one time, too, but through the school of hard knocks I've gained a deep distrust of governmental

oecials (esp. non-elected) and conventional medicine. I just never bought into it - it never felt right to me, and I'm now a person

who asks a lot of questions. I mean, it's obvious that you cannot hide from a virus...
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